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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study r^ras to gain information abouË

grade tü/o, three and four chitrdrents reading comprehension of

elliptical sentence forms. Comprehension at varying ability

levels was analyzed also. The Sentence Completion Test of

Ellipsis (SCfn) was developed and administered in rhe Spring

of 1984 by this researcher. Ability levels rÀ/ere assessed using

the reading subtests of the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS)

whích were administered in the same month as the SCTE.

The sample used in the study consisted of 150 subjects, the

entire English grades two, three and four population of a

working-class suburb of a Western Canadian city.

The Canadian Tests of Basic Skills (CTSS) and the Sentence

Completion Test of Ellipsis (SCTE) were administered ro rhe

subjects in the Spring of 1984.

Following a descriptive analysis of the data, scores on the

Canadian Tests of Basic Skills (CTSS) and the Sentence Completron

Test of Ellipsis (SCTE) were examined

variance with repeated measures on a

using an analysis

one factor (test),

of

while

the interactions of grade and subtests and ability and subtesËs

were probed by conducting simple effects tests and fo1low-up

contrasts where appropriate. Follow-up oral reading sessions

were conducted on a random sample of the.students who failed to

meet the passing criÈeria.
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On the basis of the findings and limitations imposed by

study, the fo1lor^ring main conclusions r¿ere drawn:

1. El1iptícal sentence forms present comprehension problems

to young readers, especially those in grades two, t.hree

and four.

2. Elliptical sentence forms present the most problems to

1ow ability readers.

3. As st.udents advance in grade levels, success in

comprehending ellipsis increases.

4. trrlhen asked to reread the passages'orally most students

were able to corr:ectly complete the test items, therefore

oral reading enhances comprehension.

5. Some students who failed to comprehend a passage after

a silent and an oral reading were able to comprehend it

after an additional oral rereading. Hence repeaËed

rereadings lead to improved reading comprehension.

rl- I
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Chapter 1

NATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM

An important corrcern in the field of reading instrucËion is

providing beginners with readable texts. Traditionally

readability formulas have been used to gauge the difficulty of a

text by considering sentence length and the diversity of vocabulary.

These formulas were designed to evaluate existing materials but

have frequently been misapplied by program developers for

prirposes of writing or revising texts

Misapplication of readability formulas occurs in several

r{ays. Difficult vocabulary is avoided through alternative wording

and through the omission of elements such as specific words,

phrases and sentences which then create el1ipsis. Beck et al.

(1981) identif y tr,ro forms of alternative wording: rrroundabout

language" which approximates the meaning of a difficult \n/ord, and

t.he use of ttreferring expressionstr such as trthat,rtt ttthisrtt ttitrtt

"he" and "she" in place of a difficult noun. Restrictions

occasionally result in the omission of entíre elements creating

el1ipsis. Ellipsis is an abbreviating device that reduces

redundancy by avoiding repetition. It involves the omission of

something when Lhat element is understood without being sÈated.

Beck et al. (1981) have shown that younger children experience

more difficulty in inferencing than older children, in spite of

evidence that more inferences are required by primary reading
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materials at higher levels 
:j

Beck et al. (1984) conducted a st,udy in which they revised

two basal storíes by improving their coherence. These revisions

increased the passages t difficulty as measured by the traditional

readability formulas, yet both skilled and less skilled grade 3

readers demonstraEed improved. comprehension when reading the

revised stories as opposed to the basal versions

To illustrate this phenomenon, a story is presented below

which was taken from a currently used grade I reading text..

Ellipsis are omissions used when something is understood without

being stated and the 0 indicates ellipsis while anaphora are

underlined; anaphora refers to the repetition of words or phrases,

and the presupposition of something that has gone before or after,

thus anaphora link or tie senEences together.

øMeov/Fo1 1ø

ttDon t t
ttf \¿on t

"May I
"A gi?1
"4. girl
ttYes, r

forget Ø, Jane, " called Mother. -

Ë ø, Motherr" Jane said.
play Ø?" asked Jane.
cantt do thisr" said John.
cantt leep up Ø," said Timrny.
can Ør" said Jane. t'Ø Just watch me and

but she did it (Do you

see Ø
tl

And she hopped after them on one foot. (Has she
forgotten Ø already?)

I'I rm the leader, " said Timmy. "Ø Follor¿ me Ø ! "
He jumped up on the wall, and so did John-and Jane.
The boys ran to the end of the waTf-and Ø jumped down.

So did Jane. It r¿as hard to do,
think Jane has-Torgorren ø?) -

Then Tiruny ran as fast as he could to jump over a
puddle. But one foot landed in ttre r¡/ater. Then John jumped
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over t,he puddle. Jane jurnped too and fl jusr made it. (Has
Jane forgotten Ø?)

"You landed ín the water, Timmyr" said John.
"Now I rm the leader . Ø try t.his. t'

He jumped up and Ø caught a tree branch. Then he
moved along the branch, hand over hand, hand over handl

Timmy r¡/as fat, but he was strong. He jumped up, too,
anci caught the branch. Sut .Iane could not-do it. She could
not jump that high. She tried Ø arrd rried ø: -

"Inlãìãid you .õlldn'r keep rp Ø," said rhe boys.
"Try thisTrsaid John.
And he stood on his hands ! Timmy stood on his

hands too. -Then it was-Jãners turn Ø. Could she <io it? We1l,
Jane stood on her-hands, and she walked on her-irands!-Then
John and Timmy tried that. They could stanã-ãn their hands.
But thev couldn't wal[-ìã Èheir hands

"Who cantt keep up õ "ort" asked Jane. (Has she
f orgot ten1-? )ttNoï,r, Ifm the leaderrtt said Jane. ttand Itm an
airplane. Ø Fãl1ow me."

She flew down-The street to the store. John and
Timmy lollowed Ø. She flew into Ëhe store. John and Tirmry
still followed Ø.

ttØ One pound of butter, pleaser" said Jane to t.he man.
"I didn't foget @."
Then she said to John and Timmy.
"I caã-Eeep up with you. I can play Ø Follow l{e Ø.

And I caî get some butter fõi-my rnother roà."

Thorn et al. (1970)

Misapplication of readability formulas at times leads to artificial

shortening of sentence length. This can be done either by

breaking an existing sentence into several shorter sentences or by

omitting entire words, phrases or clauses creating e11ipses.

Breaking down the existing sentences involves the removal of clausal

links forcing the reader to infer an implicit connecrive, as in

the exanple: When Susan fell she hurt her foot. Susan fell.

She hurt her foot.

Grano¡¿ski and Botel had questioned the adeguacy of the
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rradíËional readability formulas as early as 1974. Durkin (1981)

reports studies by lrwin (1980) and Davison et a1. (1980) which

show that shortened sentences may in facÈ be more difficult to

process Èhan a longer one because they require the reader to infer

unstated information.

Durkin (1981) also addressed the potential problems created

by the use of elliptical sentence forms of anaphora. she suggest,ed

that the amount and type of information left out in elliptical

sentences increases the amounc of inferencing required and thus

confounds comprehension difficulties for some students. She

noted that instructional programs fail to give enough attention to

the problems related to the use of ellipsis and other anaphoric

devices, for if the reader does not recognize the anaphoric nature

of expressions there is no way for him to build a correct model

of the lext.

Few studies have examined the extent to which children

understand written text cont.aining anaphoric devices. Halliday

and Hasan (L976) have catalogued anaphoric devices, including

ellipsis, and their concepË of anaphora as "cohesive tiesil is

beginning to serve as the basis for an emerging line of research

in this area. To'date, however, there have been very few studies

dealing with childrenrs ability to understand elliptical cohesive

ties. In view of Èhe recent concern and interest expressed in

this area, further basic research on ellipsis is warranted. The

findings from thís study should add to the growing body of rêsearch
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on the topic of text analysis and thus contribute to the development

analyzing reading materials.of a new approach to

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem under study r¿as identified in the following

question: tr^Ihích cohesive ties within the elliptícal category

are comprehended by readers in grades t$¡o, three and four? The

study concentrated on the relationship between achievement,

grade level, and the ability to comprehend ellipsis based on a

specially constructed test. A secondary but related issue \,/as to

investigate possible causes for misunderstanding ellipsis.

HYPOTHESES

From the question for research six hypotheses \^rere

formulated:

Hypothesis 1:

There are no significant differences among grades on the

all combinedSentence Completion Test of Ellipsis (SCfn) for

ability groups.

Hypothesís 2z

There are no significant

and the overall results on the

Hypothesis 3:

differences among ability groups

SCTE and combined grades.

There is no significant interaction among ability groups and
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the combined grades on the overall SCTE results.

Hvpothesis 4

There is no significant interaction between grade and ability

on the combined SCTE subÈests.

HypoÈhesis 5:

There is no significant interaction between grade and the

three SCTE subtests.

Hypothesis 6:

There is no significant interaction among the three ability

groupings and the SCTE subtests.

. A secondary but related issue r¿as investigating the possible

causes for misunderstanding ellipsis: This was done through

individual sessions r¿ith a random sampling of students rvho failed

to meet the predetermined criteria.

DEFINIT]ON OF TERMS

Certain terms are used ín this study which have the following

definitions:

1. Reading Ability

Reading

standardized

(crss).

2. Average Reader.

ability is defined

reading test, the

as the students t score on the

Canadian Tests of Basic Skíl1s

An average reader is defined as a student whose score on the

CTBS fal1s within five months of his grade placeurent.
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3. Above Average Reader

An above average reader is defined as a student ¡¿hose crBS

reading score falls at least six months above his grade

p I acement

4, Belor¿ Average Reader

A below average reader

reading score falls at least

5. Cohesioñ.

is defined as a student whose CTBS

six months belov¿ his grade placement.

Cohesion is the semanLic relaÈions of meaning that exíst

r¿ithin a t.ext. cohesion exists when the interpretation of some

element in a text is dependent on that of anot.her. For example:

l'lary will be in grade three next year. she is excit.ed about

it. comprehension of Lhe second sent.ence-is entirery dependent

upon the first. t'She" refers to Mary and t'it" refers to the

entire predicate of the first sentence.

6. Cohesive Tie

A cohesive tie is defined as the occurrence of a pair of

cohesively related items, such as t'she" and ttMary" in the

previous example

7. El1ipsis.

chapman (1983) descríbes ellipsis as an abbreviating device

that reduces redundancy of avoiding repetition. Harliday and

Hasan (Ig76) define ellipsis as trsubstitution by zeroil when

something is un{erstood without being stated
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B. Comprehension.

Comprehension is defined as

referent implied by the ellipsis

of Ellipsis (SCTE).

the ability to identify the

on the Sentence Completion Test

9. Anaphora.

Anaphora is the repetition of words or phrases. It is the

presupposítion of something thac has gone before or after. Thus

anaphora serves to link or tie sentences together.

10. Probe.

The researcher elicited further informatíon. For example in

response to item 6:

Mary got a nelv bicycle for her birthday.
Susan and Anne saw l"lary ride the new bicycle.

"Did Mary get a new bicycle?" asked Susan.
ttYes, tt said Anne .

Anne thinks

The student supplied, rrAbout the bicycle. "

The researcher probed , "!,Ihich b icycle ? "

This probe e1ícited the correct ans\4rer, "Maryrs bicycle."

PROCEDURN

The reading subtests of the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills

(CTBS) and the Sentence Complerion Tesr of Ellipsís (SCTE), a

test developed specifically for this study, where administered

in May 1984 to six intact classes of children in a suburban

elementary school. The data collected were analyzed using a

three-way ANOVA (analysis of variance) with repeated measures
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on a one factor (test), while Ëhe interactions of grade and

subtests (AxC) and ability and subtests (BxC) were probed by

conducting simple effects tests and fo1lov/-up contrasts where

appropriate. Fo11ow-up oral reading sessions were conducted

on a random sample of the sËudents who failed to meet the

passing crite.ria.

ASSUMPTIONS

Despite the revisions made to the SCTE during the pilot

study, there are tr^/o assumpÈions underlying the study:

1. The SCTE contains sentences which are assumed to be

part of each subjectrs typical language paËt.erns and contains

content which are a part of each studentfs prior knowledge.

2. Satisfactory performance on the SCTE is assumed to

indicate comprehension of ellipsís.

LIMITATIONS

There are three limitations operating in this study:

1. The findings cannot be generallzeð. beyond the

population used for this study.

2. Since the study was under the direct control of fhe

investigator it may be unconsciously biased.

3. The random selection of students for the interviews r¡/ere

not representative of the sample who responded to the SCTE.

Therefore conclusions drawn from the interview results must be
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approached cautiously.

SIGNTFICANCE OF THE STUDY

of research on anaphora indicates that moreA summary

information is needed about childrents ability to

study should provide

it looks at ellipses

comprehend

further

as one aspect

anaphora as Ëhey read. This

information in this area as

of anaphora.

More specifícal1y, this study may confirm the conclusions of

some researchers that ellipses presents serious comprehension

problems for children. In addition, it may confirm suspicions

that reading ability and the ability to process elements of

anaphora are directly re1ated..

Fina11y, the results of this study may have direct

application to classroom instruction as well as open avenues for

further investigation into the area of childrents ability Lo

pto"u"a elements of anaphora.

OVERVIEI,J OF THE STUDY

This study is designed to investigate at the grade two,

three and four levels the studenLs I ability to comprehend

elliptical sentence forms, thus after Chapter 2 reviews the

literature, Chapter 3 describes the design of the sËudy. A

descríption of the analysis is in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 summarizes

the conclusions presenting implications which include suggestíons

for teachers, for publishers of beginning reading materials,

curriculum developers, and recommendations for further research.
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Chapter 2

REVIEI,J OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

Much has been written about the act of reading. Studies and

theories abound, yet relatively little is known about how the

reader actually gains meaning from print. More recently, models

of language and reading have been developed to explain the process

of learning to read.

Reading l"lodel s

Theoretical models of reading and language offer a
deliberately reasoned framework through which
educators can reflect upon the potential interfaces
between reading and can derive expecÈations and
principles for how to relate reading, speaking,
writing, and listening instruction.

( Aulls, 1983, page 2)

Models are not direct representations of reality, rather

they are attempts to explain the essence of complex processes in

order to generate research and to aid in theory building. The

more popular models aimed at these goals are t.he skills mode1,

psycholinguistic processing models and the discourse mode1.

The ski11s model draws heavily from behaviorist psychology.

Readíng is viewed as a series of hierarchical subskills which

are t.aught through association and stimulus response learning.

Each subskill is broken down into atomistic units of content,

which are derived by an analysis of the linguistic units in text

that are to be decoded and understood. It is believed learning

occurs when subskills are ordered from simple to complex and when
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each stimulus causes the appropriate response. Thus learning to

read is viewed as a complex motor skill rather than as a natural

language process.

More recently psycholinguistic processing models began to

replace the skills model. Two of the betEer known processing

models are the hypotheses test model and the interactive processing

mode1. According to t.he hypotheses Eest model, the reader is

cont.inually formulating and testing hypotheses about what he/she

is reading. The interactive processing mode1, in attempting to

combine the best of the skil1s and hypotheses test models, is

viewed as being the most plausible for explaining proficient

reading. The model. . .

views reading as a. highly interactive process where
linguistic units in the text-form the semantic,
syntactic, lexical morphemic, morphophonemic to
the graph-phoneme 1eve1--are used as needed by the
reader to construct meaning during the cumulative
processing of sentences in a text.

(Anul1s, 1983, page 6).

Thus the reader utilizes his prior knowledge while reading Ëext.

Readers must have a metalinguistic ar/trareness of how language

\,/orks and must employ strategies such as self-correcting of

mistakes and monitoring meanfng relationships during text

processing (Anul1s, 1983). Advocates of the processing models

emphasize that reading is a process which builds on exisËing

language competence and that the reader musÈ be active during

reading.
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The discourse model employs some of t,he same principles;

such as stressing the importance of language knowledge, as the

psycholinguistic models. A difference is that the d.iscourse

model emphasizes Ëhe great importance of replacing sentence

grammars with text grarunars ( AuI1s, 1983). In processing, the

reader receives and interprets text or discourse as meaningful

relationships, not merely as sequences of sentences. During

discourse comprehension the cognitive structures of the reader,

the text, and the communicative situation have an interactive

inf luence on the reader (Tierney and I,Iosenthal , 19BO).

Discourse has been defined as a "piece of verbalization

complete for its original purpose" (Anul1s, 1983, page 9).

Halliday and Hasan (L976) define text as a passage of any length

Ëhat forms a cohesive who1e, thus text is a form of discourse.

There are several methods of attaining cohesion. Of these, anaphora

seems to be of more ímmediate concern to those responsible for

reading instruction (Durkin, 19Bl) because of its frequency in

instructional reading materials.

Anaphora

So one form of cohesion, .anaphora, is def ined in many r¡/ays:

(1) An anaphoric form is a linguistic reference device

which refers to a previously mentioned antecedenË

(nicfrek, 1977, page I47).

(2) Anaphoric expressions...epitomize a device for

"maximizing the rate of transfer of meaning."
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(Webber, 1980, page 141).

(3) . ..an elaborate reference syst.em used by speakers and

writers to temporarily set the reference of one Ëerm

equal to the reference of another (Bormuth, Ig75,

abstracË).

(4) Anaphora can be rhought of as a means for avoiding

repetition and, as a result, reducing what is stated

(Durkin, 1981, page 33).

Thus anaphora is a linguistic device for simplifying what is

stated and frequently occurs through the use of a pronoun. For

example:

Mary tried to start the

This sentence appears t,o be

the speaker or writer omits

listener or reader,

Halliday and Hasan have

and other forms of cohesion,

but it remained stalled.

and straightforward yet what

added (ínferred) by the

car,

s imp le

must be

done an exhaustive study of anaphora

They have enumerated the various

usages and catalogued each type with numerous examples in their

landmark volume Cohesion in English (1976). This book has been

described as "the most significant contribution to an understanding

of the phenomenon of anaphora'l (Murphy , 1979, page 67) and is a

monument,al taxonomy of intersentential cohesion (Doy1e, 1982).

According to the aulhors, there are various types of anaphora,

such as reducËion, substitution, and omission, and there are five

categories of cohesion: substitution, reference, 1exical,

conjunction and e1lipsis.
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lvlany anaphora require a reader to make connect,ions betr¡een

sentences. For example:

The car was spotless
s crubbed .

Even the upholstery Ø had been

The reader musÈ mentally add "in the car" (in the place of Ø) to

comprehend the writerts message.

Occasionally readers have to add to what is given in more

complex r^/ays, such as in the example:

Irve shovelled the snow and scraped the ice. Park here.

In this example an adverb functions

piece of ground that is free of snow

substituted for "here" if the second

In the next example:

as an anaphoric term. ttA

and ice" must be mentally

sentence is to be understood.

Thatrs what I bought, but

On the day that Marie cut her arm, her brother broke his
ankle. It was just too much for their mother.

reader must mentally substitute the entire first sentence for

in order to comprehend the second sentence. The next example

is more complex:

The

rritil

Paul drive a blue Chevrolet.
I wanted a red one.

Substitutions are required to understand this pair of

sentences: a blue Chevrolet. is the referent for rtthatrrbuË it

is not Èhe same one that is mentioned in the first sentence. A

Chevrolet is the referent for "one" but, again, it is not the
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blue one in the first sentence, rather a different red one.

OËher anaphora require that readers be mathematicians as in

the following examples.

Mol1y gave each of her three friends a
They thanked her for them.

in the
seats.

candy.

1obby.lufrs. Jones met her tr¿o daughters
They irnnediately v¡ent in to find

I^lhen anaphora is present, they are usual ly short sentences

which are not necessarily simple. For example in the following

pair of senÈences the reader must ínfer that tthet' refers to an

accountant as well as to the man who married Jeanne.

Jeanne did not marry a banker. He is an accountant.

Other examples to consider:

Dad took the boat out
I^le hope to have it for
His parents live in a
They are very suitable

to get a fish.
dinner

condominium.
for retired people.

These sentences require complex processes in order to achieve

comprehension. In Èhe first one "it" refers to the specific fish

that Dad might catch, not the hypothetical one in the first

senLence. ttThey" shows Ëhat the referent is not the parentrs

specific condominium but rather to a whole class of objects known

as ttcondominium. tt

Anaphora appear to cause comprehension problems for children.

Given the examples earlier in this chapter, it would appear that

complex manipulative processes are required in order for the

reader t.o determine the intended referenÈs. If the reader does
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not recognize the need to infer informatíon or fails to assign

the correct referent, then there is no way he or she can build

an accurate rnodel of the text (Durkin, 1981). Thus an investigation

inËo related research was undertaken to determine what has been

learned about childrents language development, repeated oral

reading and comprehension of anaphora.

Research Related to Childrenrs Languag e Development

A survey of research examining childrents language reveals

two groupings: those that d.emonstrate language acquisition is

developmental and those studies which examined aspects of

language acquisition and reading.

Paris et a1. (1977 ) found that younger children recalled

senËences less well Lhan older children. Explicit items were

recal1ed. more read.ily than implicit items; also

the value of retrieval cues based on implied
relationships improved with age compared to explicit
cues as well as to no cues. (Paris et al., 1977,
p. 1731).

A second experiment conducted with first grade children 1ed them

to conclude:

They may be capable of performing efficient
inferential and constructive operations...but 7- and
8- year olds seldom employ these ski11s specifically
to enhance remembering. (Paris et al ., 7977 , p. 1733).

Childrenrs early use of language is characterized by the

use of grossly generalized syntactic rules. Brause (1977) studied
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40 adults and 50 children in order to determine their ability

to comprehend various sentence structures. She found distinct

stages of development, an hierarchy, and that a grasp of at least

one of the aspects of one stage was required before one could

progress to a higher stage. These findings were confirmed by

Mi11er-Jones and Gallagher (1983) when Ëhey concluded that Èhere

are stages of acquisition of print and reading concepts and that

progress through these stages is invariant. 0n the other hand

Cohen et al. (1983) were able Ëo speed children's progress from

one stage into another through direct insEructíon.

Markman (I977) found Ëhat young child.ren, especially those

in grade one, frequently fail to process deeply enough to fully

comprehend instructions and that their performance improves with

age.

OÈher studies examined aspec.ts of language and reading. In

1965 Kenneth S. Goodman studied the reading performance of 100

children in grades 1, 2 and 3. He had the children read \^/ords on

lists and then in stories. The children \4rere able Ëo read r¡ords

correctly in stories which they had earlier missed on a word.list.

Clearly these children were using context clues to aid their

reading. These findings were confirmed in Ner¿ Zealand by Marie

M. Clay (1968) after observing 100 five year olds using syntax

when predicting unknown words

Mason and Kendall (1979) manipulated text structure in order

Èo observe its influence on comprehension. They presented standard
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passages,

98 grade 4

short sentence passages and finally parsed passages to

sÈudents. Exárnples of the passages are !

Dick will be in Grade Five and
math he likes art class besr.

though he enjoys

Dick will be in Grade Five
and though he enjoys math
he likes art class best.

Standard

Parsed

Short Sentence

Dick will be in Grade Five. He enjoys
enjoys art. He likes art class best.
Kenda11, 1979, p. 71)

math. He
(Mason and

The low ability readers t comprehension was improved by manipulating

text so that intrasentence unit,s \,rere separated; on the other

hand, no significant change was observed among the middle ancl

high ability studenrs.

In another study OrShea and Síndelar (1983) presented standard

and segmented passages to 83 grade r, 2 and. 3 sÈudents. Reading

comprehension scores r¡rere better on the segmented passages.

carol chomsky (7969) found thar children vary in the rate

of acquisition of syntax but they share an order of acquisition.

Her findings \¡rere based upon an examination of childrents ability

to master exceptions to certain syntactic generalizations. she



found that mastery of "asktt construction never precedes t.hat of

t'promise.tt t'Pïomisett constitutes a frequent, exception to the

mínimum distance principle, while "ask" is an occasional

exception.

Karmiloff-Smith (1980) counsels researchers Ëo avoid the

use of the isolated sentence in language studies, and to use

production tasks where at all possible in order to get a more

accurate picture of the childrs actual language usage.

Karmiloff-Smith has done many experiments in an endeavour to

learn more about childrenrs language acquisition. These have

been in French and involved the children in production tasks.

The evidence indicates that language ac.quisition is indeed

20

brief review it r¿ou1d appear Èhat language

developmental and that this developmental

reflected in reading performance. Further, fot

language development is not yet complete, repeated

seem to have a powerful effect.

Readings

developmental.

From this

acquisition is

phenomenon is

children whose

oral readings

Repeated Oral

Though there are not many empirical studies related to oral

reading and comprehension, those that have been reported have

had an impact upon reading comprehension practices. OrShea et

a1. (1985) cite five studies and Samuels (1979) cites three, all

of which indicate that oral repeated readings of a passage

increase speed, accuracy and comprehension and that these gains
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transfer to other passages. In his theoretical rationale, Samuels

1ísts three distinct developmental stages beginning readers pass

through: .the non accurate, the accuracy stage, and finally the

automatic stage. It would appear that the strategy of repeaËed

readings, with motivators such as timing and graphing ímprovement,,

is effective in speeding beginning readers through the stages to

f luency.

The study done blr OtShea et al. (1985) found that both

repeated oral reading and attentional cues were effective for

increasing comprehension and fluency. The study recommends having

students ora11y reread passages at their instructional 1eve1

about four times r¡hi1e focussing their attention on comprehension.

Elgart (1978) compared the comprehension of 45 grade three

students when reading silently, reading oral1y, and listening.

Their comprehension scores showed that oral reading was

significantly more effective in comprehending the material

leading her to speculate that

by reading orally a student is forced to pay closer
attention to the r,rords. The reader not only see
(sic) the word but hears the word when it is read
aloud (Swalm, L972). Therefore, oral reading
involves two senses while silent reading and
listening involve only one at a time. (trlgart, p. 206-l),

Thus it would appear that repeated oral readings have an

influence upon comprehension. An examination was then undertaken

of studies which looked at comprehension of anaphora specifically

because of its high frequency in instructional reading materials.
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Comprehension of Anaphora

Richek (L977) examined t,he relative difficulty of the rhree

pronominal relationships: noun-noun, pronoun, and nul1 forms

(e11ipsis) and found that the noun-noun form, though the least

frequently used, is the easiest for grade Ëhree children to

comprehend. Therefore she concluded that childrenrs use of

syntax is not fu1ly developed even at this age. Kameenui and

Carnine (1982) confirmed some of Richekrs findings. They found

that replacing pronouns in expository passages sígnificantly

improved comprehension. Barnitz (1980) supported this position

when he stated

...most pronoun-referent strucËures shor.r a
developmental trend, with more complex ones
lagging behind the less complex ones (page 287).

Chapman (I979) used cloze procedure to assess childrenrs

ability in processing anaphoric reference relations and found

significant ability aifferences between fluent and non-fluent

readers, leading him to speculate that resolution of anaphora

may be a significant factor in the development of reading

fluency and which may be age-related:

A further important aspect that needs reporting from
the research in progress is that the ability of
young readers to process cohesíve ties develops
surprisingly late. Adequate performance (to a set
criterion) for completing deletions of personal
pronouns indicating what v/ere thought to be simple
anaphoric processes did not occur until nine or ten
years of age. Similarly, adequate performance on
another main grouping, that of conjunctions, apaït
from the additivesr" \,,/as even later. It is obvious
that there is much to be taken into consideration
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from these results, for not only is early reading
involved, but later reading, especially the
development of comprehension.

(Chapman, 1979, paee 322).

Maratsos (1973) concluded that 3,4 and 5 year olds continue

to use a "natural cognitive strategyr" like the minimum distance

principle, until they encount,er and internalíze the excepÈions.

The minimum distance principle is an assumption on the part of

the reader that the antecedent is the nearest noun preceding the

anaphoric item. Maratsos found that the minimum distance

principle appears to be violated in oral language when pronouns

are stressed. Chai (Ig67) found that fifth graders could not

resolve pronominal ambiguities. Even at the age of six, children

are only beginning to understand the correct use of the pronoun

'rittr (Chipman and de Dardel , L974)

In another experimental setting, Nix (1978) decreased the

amount of syntactic information available for subjects to resolve

referent ambíguities. Subjects took longer t.o locate the correct

referent when the syntactic cues \,rere at a minimum. This

suggest.s Ëhat the individuals had to call upon information other

Ëhan that provided by the syntax.

BormuÈh et a1. (1970) concluded that a large proportion of

students could not interpret basic syntactic strucÈures in order

to obtain information and they established a hierarchy of

anaphoric structures, however Lesgold (Ig74) challerrged this

hierarchy when he failed to duplicaËe the results.
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Given that anaphora apparently presents reading

comprehension difficulties and, given that ellipsis' one of the

five types of anaphora occurs so frequently in primary

ínstructional reading materials, an investigaLion of studíes of

ellipsis was then undertaken.

Ellipsis

Ellipsis is the form of anaphora in which one or more words

in a sentence are omitted, such as ín these pairs of sentences:

Nobody cleaned the house. Finally I did ø.

Almost everyone \,/ent to the United States to shop.

We did Ø, too.

The ellipsis occurring in the second and fourth sentences are

marked by the symbol Ø. Elliptical sentences, by cheir very

nature, tend to be short. Strickland, as reported by Granowsky

and Botel (Lg74), noted that basal readers rely almost entirely

on shortened sentence length as a syntactic control. Consequently,

t.he elliptical sentence form arises frequently in childrenrs

reading.

Quirk et a1 . (lrg72) as cited in Chapman (1983 state

In a st.rict sense of e11ipsis, words are ellipsed
only if they are uniquely recoverable, i.e., (sic)
there is no doubt as to what words are to be
supplied, and it is possible to add the recovered
words to Ëhe sentence. . . .

Ellipsis is most commonly an abbreviating devíce
that reduces redundancy. A major use of ellipsis
is the avoidance of repetition, and in this
respect it is líke substitution, which can often
be used instead of e11ipsis. (Chapmanr 1983, p. Bl).
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In order to comprehend the intended meaning of an elliptical

sente'rice, the reader must mentally add the missing words. This

raises many concerns for educators: Can children mentally add

missing v¡ords? If they cannot, what level of maturity is

necessary before they can? Is a certain level of readíng ability

necessary in order to be able to ment.al ly add missing words? I,ühat

can teachers do to help students recognize and integrate

elliptical sentence forms

0n1y two studies have been uncovered which have investigated

el1ipsis. In L977, Richek conducted an investigation into third

graderst comprehension of Ëhree types of anaphoríc forms, one of

which was ellipsis, which she called the "null form." She found

that ellipsis was the most difficult, Her results point-to the

need for further study of ellipsis:

If, then, the results reflect childrenrs ability to
comprehend anaphoric structures in a school setting,
the results are disturbing. For example in the null
form, which is widely used in childrenrs reading,
comprehension drops to 602 correct. Such results
support the contention Ëhat the school-aged childrs
understan<iing of syntax is incompletely developed.

Though children encounter ellipsis and pronouns more

frequently in their reading texts than they do the noun form,

Richek found the noun form to be least difficult and ellipsis

most difficult.

A recent study dealing with childrenrs ability to comprehend

ellipsis l^Tas conducted by 1"1. Raman (1985). Raman investigated

childrents comprehension of ellipsis at grades 2, 4 and 6, She
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designed a test insËrument, the Test of Comprehension of E1li ps rs

(TOCE), which consisted of 15 short passage,s containing el1ipsis,

each followed by a sentence completion item with which to assess

comprehension. The passages reflected nominal, verbal and

clausal ellipsis. She also attempted some interviewing to

uncover possible reasons for miscomprehension of el1ipsis.

Raman found that the grade 2 students scored the lowest and

lhe grade 6 students scored t.he highest. Examining the

performance of the various ability groupings revealed a ceiling

effect in the grade 4 and 6 saurples in which there \¡/as no

significant d.ifference betv¡een the average and the above average

ability groups.

Though Ramanfs study suggest.s a developmental trend, the

accompanying interviews did not yíetd information or further clues

into possible reasons underlying childrenrs comprehension bf

e1lipsis. The present study narrowed the age differences, looking

at grades 2r 3 and 4 through a revised test containing nominal,

verbal and clausal e11ipsis. An investigation was undert.aken to

determine how well each type of ellipsis is comprehended as

related to age and reading ability, and a follow-up interview of

a random sample employing oral reading was used, to explore some

of the possible reasons for miscomprehension of e11ipsis.
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Chapter 3

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study Iras to determine whether readers

in grades two, three and four are able to comprehend ellipsis

in selected reading passages. Comprehension was assessed by

means of a SenËence Completion Test of Ellipsis (SCTE), developed

and piloted by the ínvestigator. This test assesses studentsl

ability lo understand what is implied by the three types of

ellipsis identified by Halliday and Hasan (L976): nominal, verbal,

and clausal. Further, this sÈudy attempted to observe wheEher a

relationship exists betr¿een reading ability, grade 1eve1, and the

ability !o comprehend el1ipsis. Thus the main question for the

study was: Which cohesíve ties vrithin the elliptical category are

comprehended by read.ers in grades t\,¡o, three and four? A related

but secondary issue lùas a search for possible causes underlying

the misunderstandíng of el1ipses.

This chapter is concerned with procedures used to gather Èhe

necessary data. The pilot studies to develop the SCTE are

described first followed by a description of the testing

instruments. The latter part of the chapter is devoted to

describing the research study.

Development of Sentence Completion Test of Ellipsis: Description

of Pilot Studies

Three pilot studies rnrere undertaken by the investigator to
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develop the Sentence Completion TesÈ of Ellipsis (SCTE). The

purpose of the pilot studies were threefold: to select tlle

passages for the test, to develop clear instructions, and to

determine which grades of children should. be in the sample.

From the pilot studies on some 29 elementary youngsters, ít

was confirmed that the instrument SCTE could be administered to

grades 2, 3, and 4 with interest and challenge in spite of the

average readability of the passages at 2.2, and that the final

standardized set or oral instructions rnlere applicable for

administration to youngsters at those grade leve1s.

A separate summary short form, which separated the nominal,

verbal and clausal passages int.o three columns, \^7as constructed

to facilitate scoring. (See Appendix A for a sample.)

TESTING INSTRUMENTS

The Canadian Tests of Basic Skil1s (Cf¡S)

The Canadian Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS), Primary Bat.tery,

ascertain the

Form 4M reading

Level B, Iorm 5, reading subtests were used to

reading ability of the grade 2 students.

subtests were used in grades 3 and 4.

The CTBS was chosen because of its solid reputation and

because it has been thoroughly standardized in Canada. Since the

CTBS is a Canadian adaptation of the lowa Tests of Basic Skil1s

(ffns), Buros' (1959) rener,{ of ITBS staÈes:

CTBS
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A major strength of this new baËtery ís its
curricular va1idation.... Technically, the
tests are beyond criticism. Items selected from
three times as many t,ryout items r¡/ere carefully
edited for educational and statistical acceptability.
Standardiza|íon of the rest is excellent. It is
based on a sample as near as humanly obtainable to a

true random sample.... They are a superbly
engineered set of tools for the elementary schools.

(Buros, 1959, p. 32-37).

A 1978 Burost review reiterated these strengths- Buros

also reviewed the CTBS with the following conclusions:

The same level of technical sophistication that gave
the Iowa test its fine qualities is evident in the
design of the CTBS and the production of norms.
Standardization r¡tas on a group of over 301000
children drawn from a stratified random sample of
some 225 schools from the English speaking sector
in all provinces of Canada.

(Buros, 1972, p. 16).

The scores received on the Canadian Tests of Basic Ski11s

vrere used to ability group the students. Students were placed in

the high or above average group if their reading score fel1

beyond the five monLhs of their grade placement; students in the

average group were those whose Score on the standardized test

fell within five months of their grade placement; and the below

average group consisted of students whose reading scores fe11

below the five months of their grade placement. This criEeria

divided the students into groups of fairly similar síze.

As illustraced in Table 3.1, in gr.adè 2, 10 children \¡7ere

assigned to the low ability group , 23 lo the middle abílity

group and 14 ro the high ability group. In grade 3, 9 children

were placed in the low ability group, 27 ín the middle group'
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and 15 in the high ability group. In gxade 4,20 children vTere

placed in the low group, 20 children in the middle group and 12

in the high group.

TABLE 3.1

POPULATION SAMPLE, GROUPED ACCORDING TO PERFORMANCE ON THE CTBS

Ab i1 ity grade 2 grade 3 grade 4

1ow abílity

middle ability

high ability

10 9 20

23 27 20

T4 r5 T2

total 47 51 52

Sentence Conpletion Test of Ellipsis (SCTE)

The Sentence Completion Test of Ellipsis (SCf¡) consists of

fifteen passages containing elliptical sentences. There are five

passages containing nominal e1lipsis, five passages containing

verbal el1ipsis, and five passages containing clausal el1ipsis.

(See Appenclix A for a sample of the SCTE).

The passages \,,/ere created by the investigator, taking into

account the contexts for which the sample population r,¿ould have

schemata and t.he average readabilíty of 2.2. In this way, the

incorrecË responses would be more closely identífied with difficulty
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in comprehending ellipsis rather than either contextual

unfamiliaríty or vocabulary. In order that readerrs interest is

maintained throughout the task, passages of nominal, verbal and

clausal ellipsis \¡rere arranged in random order.

The subjects \./ere required to read each passage silently and

then complete a sentence directly following it to indicate what

had been omitted through ellipsis. (The specific procedures for

the administration of the SCTE are described ín Appendíx B.)

Responses \"/ere scored by granting t\"7o points for each entirely

correct anslr7er and one point for a partially complete ansv/er.

(Cui¿elines for scoring the tests are contained in Appendix C.)

A random sample of ten students in each grade who failed to

meet the criterion of. 25 correct out of a possible of 30 on the

SCTE were interviewed individually to provide insights into the

processing of e1lipsis. (The structure of the interviews is

described in Appendix D.)

RESEARCH STUDY

Sampl e

The population sample consisted of one hundred fifty children.

The CTBS and SCTE were administered to tr^ro íntact classes of grade

two children, two intact classes of grade three children and trvo

intact classes of grade four children. The sample r¡ras distributed

into grades and ability groupings for the purposes of this study.
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Testing Procedures

The school staff adminisÈered the CTBS to all their sËudents

in grades three and four one ¡¿eek prior to this investigatorts

arrival. The investigaÈor administered the CTBS Primary Battery,

Level 8, Form 5, reading subtests to the two grade 2 classes.

These reading subtest scores were used to place students into

ability groupings for the purposes of this study.

Following the administration of the CTBS, the SCTE was

administered to all t.he students in the entire class simultaneously

during the latter half of May. Students were directed using the.

standard set of instructions developed during the pilot tesËing.

The students rrere given as much tíme as they required to complete

the test.

Fo1low-up Sessions

Follow-up sessions were conducted on a random sampling of

students who had scored less than 25 out of a possible 30 on the

Sentence Completion Test of Ellipsis (SCTE). The names of those

st.udents vrho scored less Èhan 25 out of a possible 30 were

compiled and the researcher pulled out l0 names per grade.

Fol1ow-up sessions were conducÈed with each of these children

individually. The purpose of these sessions !/as to search for

possible causes underlying the incorrect responses.

At Ëhe beginning of each session the student \.ras required to

read each of the problematic passages orally and then tell how

the sentence after each passage should be completed. If a student

gave an incomplete or ambiguous ans\¡Ier the researcher simply
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asked for elaboration, which 'r,üas then scored as correct or

incorrect. If the studentrs answer I^7as incorrecË the studenE

was required to reread orally a second tíme, for the purposes of

reducing possible problems related to decoding. If problems

remained then the researcher undertook direct instruction in

comprehending ellipsis .

Statistical Analysis

Several statistical techniques \,Iere applied to Ehe data.

The analysis consisted of a Ehree-\^/ay ANOVA (analysis of variance)

with repeated measures on a one factor (test) and the AxC and

BxC interactions were probed by conducting simple effects tests

and follovr-up contrasts where appropriate.
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Chapter 4

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The prirnary objectíve of this study \^Ias to determine

wheÈher a relationship exists between grade, ability and

comprehension of three types of ellipsis. A secondary but

related issue was investigating possible causes for miscomprehension

of ellipsis. In order to achieve these objectives scores hlere

obtained on the reading subtests of the Canadian Tests of Basic

Ski1ls (Cf¡S) and the Sentence Completion TesË of Ellipses (SCrr)

and interviews including oral reading performances were analyzed.

The data pertaining to the Test scores obtained was processed

through the University of Manitoba Computer Centre.

POPULATION SAMPLE

The one hundred fifty subjects ranged in grades from two

through four.. There were 4J grade two childrenr 5l grade three

children and 52 grade four children in this study. These

students were further divided into ability groupings according to

their scotes on the reading subtests of the Canadían Tests of

Basic Skills (CTBS) with the result that ten grade two students

made up Èhe 1ow ability group, t\,renty-three the middle ability

group and fourteen the high abilíty group. In grade three, nine

students formed the 1ow ability group, t\,/enty-seven were in the

middle group and fifteen made up the high group. In grade four,

tr^renty studenÈs comprised the low ability group, tú/enty the rniddle
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group and tr/¡elve the high group, as illustrat.ed in table 4.1.

TABLE 4.1

POPULATION SAMPLE

Ability- grade 2 grade 3 grade 4

1ow ability

middle ability

high ability

10

23

I4

9 20

21 20

15 L2

total 47 51 52

Student ltes ignation According to the Canadian Test of Basic Skills

( cr¡s )

The Canadian Tests of Basic Skills (CTSS) were administered

to the subjects in order to determine their reading ability levels.

Students were placed in che 1ow ability group if their score fe11

more than five months below their grade placement and in the high

ability group if they fell more than five months beyond their

grade placement.

As can be seen on Table 4.2, the 1ow ability group consísted

of 17 grade two students, 25 grade three studenËs and 36 grade

four studenËs. Twenty-six grade two students, 37 grade three
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students and 36 grade four students fell in the middle group. The

high abilíty group I^Ias comprised of 39 grade two students, 51

grade three students and 60 grade four sËudents.

TA3LE 4.2

CANADIAN TESTS OF BASIC SKILLS, SCORES MEANS

Ability grade 2 grade 3 grade 4

lor¿ ab il ity

middle ability

high ability

r.7

2.6

3.9

2.5

3.7

5.1

3.6

4.8

6.0

grade equivalent scores.

Descriptive Analysis of Responses to the Canadian Tests of Basic

Skil1 s

Grade Two: The grade two low ability students, as presented

in Table 4.3, achieved grade equivalent scores on the CTBS within

a range of 1.7 - 2.2 r,¿ith a mean of I.7. Ten children or 2I% of.

the grade two students formed this group. The range of scores

for the middle ability group ís 2.3 - 3.2 with a mean of.2.6.

Twenty-three children or 497" of the grade two students were. in

this group. The range of scores for the hígh ability group is

3.4 - 5.5 with a mean of 3.9. The high ability group consisted

of. L4 children or 301^ of the grade two popularion.
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TABLE 4.3

CTBS SCORE MNGE AND MEANS FOR ABILITY LEVELS AND

TOTAL SAMPLE: GRADE Tl^10

low middle high Lotal

range L.L - 2.2 2.3 - 3.2 3.4 - 5.5 1.1 - 5.5

mean r.7 2.6 3.9 ,)Q

no. of st.udents 10 23 14 47

percentage 2r% 49% 301l LO07"

Grade Three: As shown in Table 4.4 tlne range of grade

equivalent scores on the CTBS for the grade Èhree low ability

group.was 1.9 - 3.1 with a mean of.2.5. Nine or 1B% of the grade

three formed this group. The range of scores for the middle

group is 2.9 - 4.3 with a mean of 3.7. Twenty-six or 5I7. of the

students were in this group. The range of scores for the high

ability group is 4.4 - 5.9 with a mean of 5.1. The high ability

group consisted of sixteen students or 3I% of the grade Èhree

popu 1 at ion .
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TABLE 4.4

CTBS SCORE RANGE AND MEANS FOR ABILITY LEVELS AND

TOTAL SAMPLE: GRADE THREE

1ow middle high total

range 1.9 - 3.1 )q-L?

3.7

¿o

5r%

4.4 - 5.9 1.9 - 5.9

3.9

51

IOO%

mean 2.5 5.1

no. of students 9 I6

percentage 7B% 3r%

Grade Four: As shown in Table 4.5 , the grade four responses

on the CTBS revealed a range of grade equívalent scores for the

low ability group of.2.4 - 4.2 r,¡íth a mean of 3.6. Twenty students

or 38.5% of the grade 4 sample formed this group. The range of

scores for the middle group is 4.3 - 5.2 with a mean of 4.8.

Twenty or 38.5% of the grade four students fe1l within this group.

The range of scores for the high ability group is 5.5 - 7.1 with

a mean of 6.0. The high ability group constitured twelve ox 23%

of the grade four population.
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TABLE 4.5

CTBS SCORE RANGE AND }MANS FOR ABILITY LEVELS AND

TOTAL SAMPLE: GRADE FOUR

1ow middle high total

range 2.4 - 4.2 4.3 - 5.2 5.5 - 7.1

6.0

I2

a')o/

2.4 7.1

mean 3.6 LA 4.6

no of students 20 20 52

percentage 38.5% 38 . s"Á I00%

Descriptive Anal ysis of Total Scores on the Sentence Completron

Test of Ellipsis (SCf¡), According to Grade and Abilir Y.

Table 4.6 summarizes the mean total SCTE scores out of a

possible 30, according to grade and ability 1evel.

Grade Two: The range of total scores on the SCTE for the

low ability group is 3 - 25 with a mean of 15.8. The range of

total scores for the middle gïoup ís 7 - 29 with a mean of 2L.5.

The range of total scores for the high ability group is 20 - 30

with a mean of 26. The highesL possible score for the test is 30.

Grade Three: The range of total scores on the SCTE for the

low ability group ís 72 - 28 with a mean of r9.9. The range of

total scores for the middle group is 12 - 30 with a mean of 22.4.

The range of total scores for the high ability group is 2l - 30
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with a mean of 27 .9.

Grade Four: The range

is12-30
the middle

of total scores on the SCTE for

23.4. The range

rvith a mean of

the

of

26.6.

30

1o¡¿ ability group

total scores for

with a mean of

group is 19 30

The

with

range of total scores for the high ability group ís 26

a mean of 28

TABLE 4.6

MEAN TOTAL SCTE SCORES ACCORDING TO GRADE

AND ABILITY LEVEL

Ability Level grade 2 grade 3 grade 4

. :::: low ability

middle ability

high ability

15.8

2t.5

26

19.9

22,4

11 0

23.4

26.6

2B

Descriptive Analysis of the Failure Rate on the SCTE:

The researcher set a criterion of 25 correct out of a possible

30 correct for the scrE. 0f the total sample of 150 students,6T

failed to meet this cri.teria, constituting a fairure rate of 44.7"/".

Table 4.7 illustrates the fo1lowíng:

Grade Two: Twenty-six out of. 47 students scored less than

grade two.25 ouË of 30, constituting a failure rate of 55% for
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In the low ability group,9 out, of 10 studenËs failed, a failure

raxe of 9O%. Fourteen out of 23 in the middle group failed, a

failure rate of.6L%. In the high ability group, 3 out of 14

students failed, a failure rate of. 2L%.

Grade Three: Twenty-eight out of 51 st,udents scored less

than 25 out of 30, a failure rate of 551l for the entire grade

three population sample. In the 1ow abiliËy group, 7 students

out of 9 failed, a failure rate of 7B%. Nineteen out of 26 average

students failed, a failure rate af 73%. In the high abiliry group,

2 out of 16 students failed, a failure rat.e of 737".

Grade Four: Thil:teen out of 52 students scored less than

25 out of 30, a failure of 25% for the entire grade four

populat ion

20 failed,

failed, a

failed.

sample. In the

a failure rate

low ability group, 10 students out of

of 50%. Three out of 2O average students

L5"/". None of the high ability studentsfailure rate of
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TABLE 4.7

FAITURE RATE ON THE SCTE ACCORDING TO GRADE AND

AB]LITY LEVEL

Abil ity grade 2 grade 3 grade 4

1ow ability

rniddle abil ity

high ability

90:l t 87. 50i¿

6r% 73% r51(

2t7. L )/" o"/"

A profile of the failure rates in the SCTE according to

grade and ability levels is illustrated in Figure 4.1. A visual

glance at this figure reveals that the larger failure raÈe

occurred among Lhe low ability students at al1 three grades levels
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FIGURE 4.1

PROFILES OF FA]LURE RATES ON THE SCTE ACCORDING

TO GRADE AND AB]LITY LEVEL

100

90

80 a- Legend

grade 2

grade 3

grade 4

70

60

50 a

40

30

20
\ \

10

0

1ow middle h igh

Descriptive Analysis of Mean Scores on the Three Subtests of the

SCTE According to Grade and Abil itv:

The study examined three types of ellipsis: nominal, verbal

and clausal. Table 4.8 presents nominal subtest mean scores.

Table 4.9 presents verbal subtest, mean scores and Table 4.10

contains the clausrt ,i¡t""t mean scores.

Nominal Ellipsis (Subtest 1)

Low Ability Readers: Out of a possible score of 10, the mean

score for the 1ow ability readers in grade two is 5.3. In grade
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three the mean score is 6.3 and in grade four the mean score is

8.1 .

Average Readers: The mean score for the average readers in grade

mean score is 7.9 and in gradetwo is 7.1. In grade three the

four the mean score is 9.1.

High Ability Readers:

in grade two is 8.2.

in grade four the mean

The mean score for the high ability readers

the mean score is 9.1 andln grade

score is

three

o)

TABLE 4.8

¡4EAN SCORES ON NO}{INAL ELLIPSIS ACCORDING TO GRADE

AND ABILITY LEVEL (SUBTEST I)

Ability grade 2 grade 3 grade 4

1ow ability

middle ability

high ability

5

7

a

3

1

2

6.3 8.1

70 9.r

9.1 Q'

Descriptive Analysis of lulean Scores on the Three Subtests of the

SCTE According to Grade and Abilitv Levels:

The second subtest, verbal el1ipsis,

in Table 4.9.

mean scores can be found
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Verbal Ellipsis (Subtest 2)

Low Abilirlz Readers: Out of a possible score of 10, Èhe mean

score for the low ability readers in grade t!¡o is 6.4. In grade

three the mean score is 7.3 and in grade four the mean score is

7 .4.

Average Readers: Tire mean score for the average readers in grade

two is 7.8. In grade three the mean score is 7.2 and in grade

four the mean score is 8.6

trigrr Abil iEç lleade rs: Tire mean score for tìre irigh aoilitl'reaciers

three the mean score is 9.1 and inin grade two is 8.7 In grade

score is 9grade four the mean

TABLE 4.9

I"frAN SCORES ON VERBAL ELLIPSIS ACCORDING TO GRADE AÀ-D

ABILITy LE\¡EL (sir¡reSr rr)

Abil ity grade 2 grade 3 grade 4

1ow ability

average ability

high ability

6.4 7.3 7.4

7.8 1'.) 8.6

8.7 9.r 9.0
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Descriptive Analysis of Mean Scores on the Three Subtests of the

SCTE According to Grade and Ability Levels:

The third type of ellípsis examined in this study is clausal

The mean scores achieved on the clausal subtest are found on

Table 4.10.

Clausal Ellipsis (Subtest 3)

Lor¿ Ability Readers: Out of a possible score of 10, the mean

readers in grade two is 4. l. In grade

2 and in grade four the mean score is

score for the low ability

three the mean score is 6.

70

Average Readers: The mean score for Ëhe average readers in grade

two is 6.6. In grade three

four the mean score is 8.9.

High Ability Readers: The

the mean score is 7.3 and in grade

mean score for the high ability

readers ín grade two is 9.1. In grade

in grade four the mean score is

three the mean score is

9.3 and oa

TABLE 4.10

MEAN SCORES ON CLAUSAL ELLIPSIS ACCORDING TO GRADE AND

ABTLTTY LEVEL (SUnrrSr rrr)

Abil ity grade 2 grade 3 grade 4

1ow ability

middle ability

high ability

4.L 6.2 7.9

6.6 7.3 8.9

9 1 9 3 9.8
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

A three facÈor (A x B x C; A repïesentíng grades, B

representing ability, and C representing Ëype of ellipsis) mixed

model analysis of variance with repeated measures on factor C

(type of ellipsis) was applied to the data. A significance level

"p = .05 vras used.

The analysis revealed that there \,¡ere significant differences

among grades on the results of the SCTE for all combined ability

groups, indicaling that the combined grade four students scored

higher than the combined grade three students, and the combined

grade three stucients scored higher than the combined grade two

s tud ents .

There were sígnificant differences among ability groups on

the results of the SCTE for the combined grades, indicating Èhat

the higtL ability students scored higher than the average ability

students and the average ability students scored trigher than the

1ow ability students.

No significant interaction among ability groups and the

combined grades on the overall SCTE results was found, indicating

thal the results are consistent from grade to grade and from

ability to ability level

No significant interaction r,Jas found betr¡reen grade and

ability on the combined SCTE subt.ests, indicating consistency in

the trnd].ngs.

The significant interacËion between grade and the three SCTE
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subtests, nominal , verbal and clausal ellipsis, I¡7as probed by

conducting simple effect tests. Results indicated that grade

two students performed significantly better on verbal than clausal

el1ipses. No other significant interactions were found.

Only one significant interaction among the three ability

groupings and the SCTE subtests v/as found: The low ability group

performed significantly better in the verbal tests than in the

clausal tests.

TABLE 4.11

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Source
Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square

F Probability

6 (grade )

B ( abil iry)

fnteraction
ofAxB

Error

C(test)

178.77030

38L.449L7

2

2

89 .385 l5

I90.72459

t4.32

30.55

0.0

0.0

52.27853

880.13430

4.96733

4 13 .06963

6.24209

2.48367

2.09 0.0848

I4I

2 1 .10 0.3335

Int.eraction
ofAxC 31 .0031 6 4 l.7so79 3.43 0.0099 ,t

Interaction
ofBxC 24.16323 4 6.04081 2.67 0 .0336 'k

Interaction
of

AxBxC 20.32001 B 2 .54000

2.25967Error 637 .22833 282

*Significance level beyond .05 leve1

t.t2 0.3472
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Testing of the Hypotheses

According Èo the analysis, the result of the hypotheses are

as follows:

Hypothesis 1

There are no significant differences among grades on the

results of the Sentence Completion Test of Ellipsis (SCTE) for

all combined ability groups.

This hypothesis is rejected on the basis of having an F ratio

of 14.32 as shown in Table 4.LL. An F ratio of 3.07 is required

for F (2, I4I) .

Hypothesis 2

There are no sienificant differences among abilitv qroups

and the overall results on the SCTE and the combined grades

An F ratio of 3.07 is required for F (2,

hypothesis is rejected on the basis of having

as shown in Table 4.IL.

141). This

an F ratio of 30.55

Hvpothesis 3

There is no significant interaction a¡nong ability groups and

the cornbined erades on the overall SCTE results.

The score as seen in Table 4.11 is 0,0848, thus a score of

p = .05 was required for a significant difference. There are no

significant differences among tests for all grades combined and

all ability groups combined. This hypothesis was accepted.

Hypothesis 4

There is no sisnificant inte raction between grade and ability
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on t.he combined SCTE subtests.

A significance level of p = .05 was required' As'seen in

Table 4.11 the score is 0.0099, thus there ís no significant

interacEion between grade and ability on the combined tests. This

hypothesis \À7as accePted.

Hypothesis 5

There is no significant int,eracËion beEween grade and the

three SCTE subtests.

Since there is a significant interaction between grade and

the three SCTE subtests' this hypothesis is rejected. The

interaction between grade and the three SCTE subtests is illusËrated

in Table 4.72 and Figure 4.2.

TABLE 4.12

SI}ÍPLE EFFECTS OF ELLIPSIS SUBTEST AT GRADE LEVELS, }GANS

Nominal Verbal Clausal

Grade 2 7 .04

8.15

8.73

7.76

7 .83

8.23

6 .83

7 ,70

8.77

Grade 3

Grade 4
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FIGURE 4.2

PROFILE OF THE INTERACTION OF GRADE AND TEST
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L.- Legend
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The summary of

at the various grade

type of ellipsis was

a F ratio of 5.01.

the analysis of variance for type 4 ellipsis

levels is illustrated in Table 4.I3. The

found Eo be significant for grade two r^¡ith
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TABLE 4.13

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR TYPE OF TEST AT GRADE LEVELS

Source
Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square F

Test at grade 2

Test at grade 3

Test at grade 4

Error

22 .6383

5 .451

8.346

2

2

2

11 .31915

2 .7 255

4.173

2.25967

5 .01 :t

11

1 .85

282

irsignificance level beyond .05 level

To probe the significant effecL of type of ellipsis aÈ grade

tr^Io, contrasts were calculated for all possible pairwise differences

between the three relevant means (7.04r 7.76,6.83).

Using a .017 Tukey critical value, results indicated that

grade two students performed significantly better on verbal versus

clausal ellipsis (t = +:.00). No other significant differences in

performances r¡rere found (t = -2.32, t = .68).

Hypothesis 6

There is no significant interaction among the three ability

groupinqs and Èhe SCTE subtests.

This hypothesis is rejected on the basis of a significant
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interaction occurring among the three ability groupings and the

SCTE subtests, as seen in Table 4.7. The interaction was probed

using simple effects tests. No significant interaction was found

bet\^reen the three types of ellipses and the hígh ability group,

nor lvas there a significant interaction between the test types

and the average ability group, however the low ability group

performed significantly better in the verbal Ëests than in the

clausal tests, as illustrated in Table 4.14 and graphed in

Figure 3.

TAtsLE 4. ] 4

SIMPLE EF}'ECTS OF TYPE OF TEST AT ABILITY LEVELS, MEANS

Abil ity Nominal Verbal C1 aus a1

1ow ability

middle ability

high ability

6.96

7 .99

9 .03

7 .r2 6.51

7.79 7 .52

9 .01 9.44
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FIGURE 4.3

INTERACTION OF ABILITY AND TYPE OF TEST
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Since the level of significance of .05 was required, no

effecÈs were significant for subcest type at ability levels,

indicating that the type of ellipsis v¡as not significant at tìe

various ability levels.

The summary of the analysis of varia¡ce for test type at

the various ability 1evels is found in Table 4.15.
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TABLE 4 .15

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR TYPE OF TEST AT ABILITY LEVELS

Source Sum of
Square s

Degrees of
I'reedom

l"fean
Squares F

Test at low ability

Test at middle ability

Test at high abilitv

Error

8

1

4

B3B

2

2

2

4

3.919

2.349

7.77

1 ll

I .04699

')a.)

FOLLOW-UP SESSIONS

A ranciom sample of students from each grade who failed to

meet the criterion of 25 out of 30 correct on the SCTE were

interviewed individually. The purpose of these sessions was

to determine through an oral reading performance possible

causes for the studentst difficulties.

Each session began with the student reading his/her incorrect

passages aloud one at a time. I^/ord r:ecognition levels \"¡ere

assigned according to Bettts criteria, as shown in Table 4.16.
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TABLE 4.16

SUI'ß{ARY OF BETT I S CRfTERIA FOR INTERPRETING I,JORD RECOGNITION

Reading level I,ùord Recognition Accuracy

Independent

Ins tructional

Frus trat ion

997" or higher

95 - 987"

lower than 957

(Betts, 1957 , p. 439) .

De s crip tion of the Oral Reading Sample:

Grade Two: The grade two random sample consisted of 4

students from the low ability group and 5 students from the

middle ability group and t student from the high ability group.

Their total SCTE scores ranged from 6 - 22 anð their CTBS grade

equivalent scores ranged from 1.1 - 3.9. As illustrated in

Table 4.77 , 3 ouÈ of 4 low ability readers had problems with word

recognition, and 4 out of 5 middle ability readers read at the

instructional 1evel. As expected, the single hígh ability

reader read at the independent level. Individual SCTE scores '

ability leve1s and word recognition levels are summarized in

Table 4.L7 .
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TABLE 4.17

SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL SCTE TOTAL SCORES, ABILITY LEVELS AND

I^IORD RECOGNITION LEVELS: GRADE TWO ORAL

READING SAMPLE

Subjects Ability Level Total SCTE Score Word Recognition Level

2

7

8

9

low

low

1ow

1ow

middle

middle

middle

midd 1 e

middle

high

6 fru s tr at ion

frustration

instru ct ional

frus trat ion

independent

ins truct ional

ins truct ional

ins tru ct ional

ins t,ru ct ional

independent

19

2I

22

24 2I

26 20

29 16

30 76

33 7

46 22

Grade Three: All the grade three students drawn rn

middle group. Their total SCTE scores

the random

ranged from

.3-4 .2.

sample \,Jere from the

L4-24. Their grade equivalenË reading scores ranged from 3

Only one of these readers read the passages at a frustration leve1,

while three read at the independent level. Individual SCTE scores'

word recognition levels and ability levels are summarízed in Table 4.18
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TABLE 4.18

SU}OÍARY OF INDIVIDUAL SCTE TOTAL SCORES, ABILITY LEVELS AND

WORD RECOGNITION LEVELS: GRADE THREE ORAL

READING SA}ÍPLE

Subject Ability Level Total SCTE Scores Word Recognition Level

67 middle

midd I e

middle

midd le

middle

middle

middl e

middle

middle

middle

24 ins truct ional

ins tru ct ional

independent

independent

ins truct ional

ins tru ct ional

frus t rat ion

ins t ru ct ional

instructional

ins t ru ct ional

69 22

lo 22

1') 22

1a 22

75 2T

79 I9

80 I7

o1oa It)

I4

Grade Four: The gr:ade four

I student

sample consisted of B students from

from the middle ability group. One

had not completed the CTBS

the 1ow ability group and

student had to be omitted because he

reading subtests. Thus only 9 grade four students are included in the

oral reading sample. Of the I 1or^¡ ability readers only one was

frustrated in the oral reading performance, while 4 read at the

independent level. The single middle ability reader read at the
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ínst.ructional level. Total SCTE scores ranged from 12 - 24.

Their CTBS grade equivalent reading scores ranged from 2.5 - 4.2.

Indivídual SCTE scores, abilíty 1eve1s and word recognition levels

are sunmarized, in Table 4.19.

TABLE 4.19

SU}T"ÍARY OF INDIVIDUAL SCTE SCORES, ABILITY LEVELS AND

I,¡OR-D RECOGNITION LEVELS: GRADE FOUR

ORAL READING SAMPLE

Subject Ability Level Total SCTE Score Word Recognition Level

109 1ow

low

1ow

1ow

1ow

low

low

1ow

mídd1e

24 ins tru ct ional

110 ¿4 independent

independent

independent

frustrat ion

independent

frus tration

111 ¿)

Ll2 22

113 20

115 z0

r17 12

118 L2 instruct ional

138 19 ins truct ional

Because of the particular sample it is difficult to

generalize except ín the fact that there appears to be the
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expecËed result: the weak grade t\.¡o readers have more word

recognition problems than their counterparts at grades three and

four.

Results of the Grade Two Oral Reading Sessions:

Low Ability Group: Out of a total of 28 errors made by all subjects

in this sample, 17 were promptly self-correcÈed after the students

read the passage ora11y. A furÈher 5 correct ans\ters were provided

in response to teacher probes for elaboration, indicating that

the students had understood the elliptical item but had failed to

see the need to provide furÈher information. Rereading the passage

orally a second time resulted in only one more correct response.

The final 3 errors so baffled the sÈudents that the researcher had

to provide instruction in the comprehension of e11ipsis. (Appendix

F outlines the results of the oral reading sessions.)

It would seem that, oral reading aids self-correction for the

weak grade t\.{o reader. 0ra1 readíng plus a probe calling for

elaboration, aided in self-correcting some misundersËandings,

especially in the clausal category while trto errors remained even

after direct teaching.

Middle Abilitv Group: Of a total of 4l errors made by the subjects

in this sample, 28 were promptly self-corrected after a single

oral reading. Eleven were self-corrected after a teacher probe for

elaboration elicited more complete information. A further correct

response resulted from a second oral rereading while the final

remaining error required teaching in Èhe comprehension of el1ipsis.
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In summary, oral reading seemed to assist self-correction

for the middle ability grade two reader. Oral reading combined

with a probe for elaboration almost completed the self-correction

for the remainder of the errors.

Above Average Abilitv Group: There onlv one student in thisb/as

group so no generalizat.ions can be made. This student had 4

errors. One error was self-corrected after one oral reading, 2

v/ere corrected with the help of a teacher probe, ancl one error

required teaching in the comprehension of e11ipsis.

Results of the Grade Three Reading Sessions: All the studenËs

chosen in the random sampling came from the middle ability group.

(Their self-corrections are recorded in Appendix F.)

Ten students made a total of 56 errors. Thirty of these

errors \.vere promptly self-corrected

elaboration resulted in a

afEe'r an oral reading. Teacher

probes for

Two further

further 19 corrections.

corrections resulted from a second oral rereading.

the comprehension ofThe resea.rcher provided instruction in

ellipsis in the remaining 5 instances.

In summary, oral reading appears

at the grade three leve1,

Results of the Grade Four Oral Reading

to facilitate self-correction

Sessions:

Low Ability Group: Eight 1ow ability students made a total of

40 errors. Eighteen of these

after a single oral reading.

errors were promptly

A further 10 errors

sel f-corrected

\,r'ere COf re Cted

in response to a Èeacher probe for elaboration. Four errors \,rere



self-corrected after a second oral rereading and the remaining

required instruction in the comprehension of e1lipsis.

For the weak grade four readers, oral reading continues to

improve comprehension, however oral reading combined with a

probe seemed to be useful especially in the nominal and verbal
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Another rereading in the nominal category practically

errors (These results are outlined in Appendix F.)

Since this group contained only I scudent,

categorres.

remor.¡ed al l

l"lidd1e Abilit¡z Group :

no generalizations can be made. This student had 6 errors. He

self-corrected 4 after a single oral reading and the remainíng 2

errors were self-corrected after a teacher probe elicited more

complete information.

In conclusion, oral reading appears to influence self-correction

at all three grade levels. By grade four it would appear that at

least for the weaker readers, some probing for elaboration and

even a second oral reading is useful.
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND I}IPLICATIONS

The main purpose of this study was to determine which

cohesive ties wíthin the elliptical category are comprehended

by readers in grades two, three and four, by observing wheEher

a relatíonship existed between achievement, grade 1evel and

ability to comprehend ellipsis based on a specially constructed

test. To achieve this purpose the students v/ere first tested

with the Canadian Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) reading subtests,

to assign the students to high, average and 1ow ability groupings,

followed by the administration of the Sent.ence Completion Test

of Ellipsis (SCTE). A secondary buL related issue was

investigating the possible causes for misunderstanding e11ipsis.

This was done through individual follow-up sessions with a random

sampling of students who failed to meet the predetermined

cri ter ion.

The following hypotheses \^7ere tested:

Hypothesis 1:

There are no significant differences among grades on the

Sentence Completion Test of Ellipsis (Scr¡) for all combined

ability groups.

This hypothesis

Hypothesis 2:

v/a s rej ected.

There are no sienificant differences among ability groups
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and the overall results on the SCTE and combined grades.

This hypothesis was rejected.

Hypothesis 3:

There is no significant interaction among ability groups

and the combined grades on the overall SCTE results.

This hypothesis was accepted.

Hypothesis 4:

There is no significant interaction between grade and ability

orr the combined SCTE subtests.

This hypothesis was accepted.

Hypothesis 5:

There is no sígnificant int.eraction betr¡een grade and the

three SCTE subtests.

This hypothesis was rejected

Hypothes is 6 :

There is no significant interaction among the three ability

groupings and the SCTE subtests.

This hypothesis was rejected.

A random sample of students from each grade who failed to meet

lhe predetermined criterion on the SCTE were interviewed

individually to investigate possible causes for miscomprehension

of e1lipsis.

SU}.{VIARY OF FINDINGS

In the SCTE, the mean score out of a possible 30, for grade
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two students \./as 2I .I2, for grade three students was 23.55, and

for grade four students vüas 25.98. Therefore the grade four

students performed significantly better than the grade three

students, and the grade three students performed significantly

better than the grade two students. Hence performance on lhe

SCTE is related to grade.

0n the bases of ability, the mean score on the SCTE out of

a possible 30 for the low group was 20"60, for the average group

was 23.30, and for the high ability group was 27.48. Therefore

high ability students performed significantly better than the

average ability students, and the average students performed

significantly better than the 1ow ability students. Hence

performance on the SCTE is related to ability.

0n the bases of type of ellipses the SCTE mean score out of

a possible 10, for grade two students lvas 7.04 in the nominal

tests,7.76 in the verbal, and 6.83 in Èhe c1ausal. The mean

score for grade three students was 8.15 in the nominal tests,

7.83 in the verbal, and 7.70 in the clausal Èest. The mean score

f or grade four students \,/as 8.73 in the nominal tests, 8.23 in

the verbal tesËs and 8.71 in the clausal tests. It appears that

type of ellipsis l{as signif icant for grade two students; they

found verbal ellipsis significantly less difficult than clausal

ellipsis. Thus, grade two students had the most difficulty with

clausal ellipsis, fcllowed by nominal and then the verbal ellipses.
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Grade Ëhree students on Èhe other hand, had the least difficulty

wirh nominal ellipsis followed by verbal and finally clausal.

Thus both grades two and three students found clausal ellipses

the most difficult. At the fourth grade, the studenÈs experienced

little difficulty witlr ellipsis; whatever problems remained ttrey

were in the following order of difficulty: verbal, clausal,

nominal.

On the basis of type of ellipsis as related to reading

ability, the SCTE mean score out of a possible 10, for the 1ow

ability group was 6 .97 ín the nominal tests , 7 .I2 in the verbal,

and 6.51 in the c1ausa1. The mean score for the average abilíty

ar'd 7.52group was 7.99 in the

in the clausal test.

9.03 for the nominal

nominal tests , 7 .79 in the verbal,

The mean score for high ability grouP v¡as

tests, 9.01 for the verbal and 9.44 for the

clausal tests. There is a significant interaction Lretween ability

and the three types of test categories: both the low and average

groups found the clausal type most difficult. This parallels the

findings regarding grade arrd type of el1ipsís wherein the grade

two and four students also found clausal ellipsis most difficult.

The low ability students in both grades two and four had the most

difficulty with clausal e1lipsis, followed by nominal and finally

verbal e1lipsis. The average ability grade two and four studenls

also found clausal ellipsis most difficult but they differed

ín that they found verbal to be Ëhe next most difficult and
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finally nominal e1lipsis. Grade three students, on the other

hand, experienced a slightly diffeïent pattern: the high ability

srudenrs,had rhe leasr dífficulty \^/ith clausal ellipsis and the

most difficulty with verbal ellipsis though none of these differences

are significanr, rhus it can be concluded that the high ability

group clearly had no difficulty with any form of ellipsis'

In an attempt to uncover reasons for misunderstandíng etlipsis,

follow-up sessions were held with a random sample of students who

faited to meet the 25/30 passingcriterion. Each session began

with the student orally reading the passages she/he trad incorrect

upon which, in most cases, the correct answer was readily supplied'

Thus it was found that an oral reading of the particularly

troublesome passage \^/as effective in correcting the initial

misunderstanding of the ellipsis. In those instances where students

did give ambiguous or incomPlete answers (such as another pronoun)

the researcher probed for more information, and this often resulted

in a correct answer. In the remaining few instancesr the second

oral rereading resulted ín the correct answer. In the cases where

the researcher had to provide instruction in the comprehension

of ellipsis, the intervention had no effect: Èhe learners still

did not comprehend the elliPsis.

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

With the grade Ëhree students performing signif icantly

grade four students performingbetter than grade fvlo studenËs ' and
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significantly bet.ter than grade three students, there is a

developmental phenomenon operat.ing in the comprehension of

el1ipsis. Further, since high ability students performed

significantly better than the average abilíty students, and the

average ability students performed significantly becter Ëhan 1o\,J

ability students, comprehending ellipsis appears to be related

to reading ability. FínalIy, analysis of test type revealed that

the younger subjects and the weaker readers both encounter the

most difficulty with the clausal type of e1lípsis.

A closer look at the analyses reveals certain aspects related

to each grade level.

Grade Two:

Significant relationships betvreen grade, ability and total

SCTE scores were found in grade two. The grade lwo students

scored significantly lower than Èheir grade three and four

counterparts, and the 1ow ability readers had the lowest scores

in their own grade.

Raman (1985) found similar resulËs in her study of ellipsis

in grades tv/or four and six though her subjects revealed no

significant findings between type of e1lipsis.

The grade two students t performance can be accounted for in

several \,íays. Iularkman (L977 ) found that younger children such

as first graders, process maEerial at a relatively superficial

level and appear tc be insensitive to their failrrre to comprehend.

Using S. Jay Samuelst (1979) classification of the three beginning



reader t s developmental

stage and the automatic

the nonaccurate or the

levels: the nonaccurate stage, the

stage, grade two students appear

Thus when these

TO
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accuracy

be in

students read, much of their attention was

which caused readers to be less attentive

accuracy stage. grade tvro

diverted to decoding

to the relationships

among words and phrases and precludes full comprehension of a

passage (0'Shea and Sindelar, 1983).

0ther researchers explain beginning readers I comprehension

difficulties in terms of the Piagetian model. Many children in

grade t'"üo are as yet unable to I'decentratetr (Cohen et al. 1983)

in that they have difficulty focussing on I'the trees as well as Èhe

forestr" ir contrast totrcentrationrrwhich is the ability to focus

on individual "treest' as well as the "forest." The SCTE sentence

completion items require decentration: the ability to focus

símultaneously on the el1ípsis, its referent and on the appropriate

context in order to respond correctly.

The finding Ëhat grade two students scored

higher in the verbal than in the clausal types

students who

s igni f i. ant 1y

of e11ipsis, can

erred on thebe explained in several r,rays. The

clausal items frequently had given

generally sufficed for the nominal

single word responses which

and verbal items whereas the

clausal items require considerably more elaboration or

explanation. This failure to supply complete information may be

due to the students I expectations of one word responses as in

the other tvlo types of ellipsis or t.heir inexperience with sentence
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completion exercises since traditional primary basal reading

workbooks rely primarily on the fill-in-the-blarrJc format. Since

practically all grade two students failed to recogníze the need

to supply an entire clause, there is reason to believe that there

may be a thírd reason operating, that of superficial processing

which Markman (L977 ) found to be typical of younger readers.

Grade Three:

The grade three students performed significantly better

than the grade t\../o students. Their total SCTE scores \"/ere

significantly related to ability; with the 1ow ability readers

obtaíning the lowest scores while the high ability readers had

the highest scores. Though there \,ùere no significant differences

among the three elliptical types, grade three students, like

their grade two counterparts, had the most difficulty with clausal

e11ipsis. It would appear that the grade three students, like

their grade two counterparts, have yet to master all three forms

of ellipsis under study.

The only published study of childrenrs comprehension of

ellipsis was conducted by Margaret Ann Richek (1977) on 22O grade

three children. Richek examined their comprehension of three

types of anaphora: the repetition of a noun, the use of a pronoun,

and ellipsis, which Richek termed the null form. These grade

three students had the most dif f iculty r,¡ith ellipsis, wtrere

comprehension dropped to 60 per cent correct.

Turning to language development studies, research has found
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that there are distinct stages of development, an hierarchy

(Brause, L977, and Karmiloff-Smith, 1980), and that progress

through these stages is invariant (C. Chomsky, 1969, and

Miller-Jones and Gallagher, 1983). Goodman (1965) studied grades

one, two and three studentst use of context clues to aid their

reading and found that the older children make more effective

use of context clues. This study also suggests that using context

clues is developmental in that the older readers were bett.er able

to comprehend ellipsis than their younger counterparts, suggesting

a mature use of contex! clues.

The significant differences beLr¡een the various ability

levels is also consistent with other studies. L. J. Chapman

(L977), Chapman (L979), and McGee (1982) found significant

differences between fluent and non-fluent readers t performance

in processing text and anaphoric reference relaËions with non-f1uenÈ

readers experiencing more difficulty. Such findíngs are confirmed

by this study in that 1or¿ ability students had more difficulty

than their high ability counterparts in each of the grade levels.

Grade Four:

The grade four students performed significantly better than

those in grades two and three. Their scores were also related to

ability with the high ability students achieving the highest

scores, while the low ability students achieved the lowest scores.

There !,/ere no significant differences among the three test types

though it is interesting to note that the grade four students had
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some difficulty with verbal ellipsis whereas the grade two and

three children had the most difficulty with clausal ellipsis.

This study indicates that by the fourth grade, students are able

to comprehend ellipsis effectively.

I'lason and Kendall (1979) studied the reading comprehension

of 98 grade four students. They found that the low ability

students I comprehension improved when intrasentence units were

separated. Low ability students ín grade four were still having

difficulty línlcing meaningful units from one sentence to the next

in a passage, the skilt required in the comprehension of anaphora

and in the SCTE. Thus low ability students found the task more

difficult Ëhan the average and high ability subjects.

These findings are consistent wíth other studies such as

Parie et a1 . (L977 ) who found younger children recalled

less well than older children. 01der children read with

comprehension and recal1 sentences conEaining explicit as

ímplicit items, more effectively than do younger children

sentences

greater

well as

(Paris,

Lindauer and Cox , 1977).

I¡Ihile investigating the comprehension of ellipsis in grades

two, four and six, Raman (1985) found a developmental phenomenon:

the grade six students performed betËer Ëhan the grade four

students who in turn performed better than the grade ti^ro students.

Looking at Èhe effect of ability, which Raman ca1led reading

achievement, the low ability students scored the lowest while the

high ability students scored the highest. Raman found a ceiling
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effect in the grade four and six samples with no significant

differences between the performance of the average and the above

average ability groups. In view of these findings, this current

study as a follol{-up, narrowecl the population sample by examining

the performance of grade two, three and four: students. A difference,

however, between the two studies is that this study found t.ype of

ellipsis to be significant for the grade two students with the

verbal subtests significantly less difficult than the clausal subtests,

whereas Raman found no such differences.

Fo11ow-up Sessions

A random sample of 10 of the students from each grade who

failed to earn a score of 25/30 on the SCTE r¿ere interviewed

indívidual1y. Each interview began with the student oral1y

reading his problem passages. Most students \n/ere able to ans\,t¡er

easily and correctly after reading the passages oral1y.

This phenomenon can be better understood in the light of a

study by Elgart (1978) in which she compared the comprehension of

45 grade three studenËs when reading silently, orally and when

listening. Elgart found that comprehension scores were significantly

higher when the students read orally, leading her to conclude

that not only are student.s more attentive when reading orally but

that two senses are involved that of hearing and seeing, whereas

silent reading only involves sight.

Some students who gave incomplet,e answers after the oral

reading were able to provide the correct ans\der when they were
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reminded to expand on their ansr¡/er. One conclusÍon which may be

drawn from this observation is that the subjects did comprehend

the ellipsis but did not see the need to provide more information

in their response.

those st.udents

ansl¡er , an Oral

instances this

For

of the passage was then

In most resulted in the correct response.

the light of S. Jay

\47ho were

rereading

stil1 unable to provide the

required.

Thís

Samuel s

correct

occurrence can be better understood in

(L979) work on repeated readings, in which he describes gains in

fluency and comprehension wit,h rereading. Each consecutive rereading

demands less attention for decoding and is more fluent than the

last, freeing up more attention for comprehension of the conÈent.

fiuent reading puts lighter demands on the memory, also enabling

the reader to retain the contents of all parts of the passage in

order to infer the meaning. 0rShea, Sindelar and 0'Shea (1985)

recently completed a study which shows that each consecutive

rereading improves comprehension. Thus some students who did not

comprehend after the first or second reading suddenly appeared to

be able to comprehend after the third rereading.

Following the oral rereading two students remained who

showed bewilderment; the researcher Ëhen undertook instruction

in the comprehension of el1ipsis, leading each in a step-by-step

procedure to link each sentence with its antecedent in the

earlier sentence.

This studyts interview format varied from that used by Raman
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(f985) when she studied ellipsis with grades two, four and six.

Raman required her subjects to read the passages orally once and

if they were unable to respond correctly, then the researcher

read the passage to the student., converting the task into a

listening exercise. No reading to Èhe sEudent was done in the

current study; the researcher either probed to elicit more

complete responses or taught after the oral rereading to determine

what possible causes underlie the miscomprehension of e1lipsis.

Several tentatíve conclusions can be made from the fo I 1ow-up

remindersessions: Since these students required

to elaborate more ful1y on an incomplete

that these students do in fact comprehend

only a simple

but are una\,/are that their response requires a more complete

ansr{er to become satisfacEory or accepÈable. Since students in

almost all cases responded correctly upon one oral reading of

the passage it would seem that lhese studenEs are able to give

closer attention to the text through oral feedback and its

concomitant slower rate of reading. In a very few instances, a

second oral reading was called upon. The second oral reading

was more fluent leading to the conclusion that less attention

to decoding and more attention to Èhe actual message occurs

after a second oral reading.

Limitat ions

There were three limitations operat.ing in this study which

answer, it would seem

the particular ellipsis
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must be considered when examining the conclusions:

1. The findin¡Is cannot be generalized beyond the suburban

working class population used for this study.

2. Since the study was under the direct control of the

investigator it may have been unconsciously bíased.

3. The random selection of students for the ínterviews

\nlere not representative of the samples who responded

to the SCTE. Therefore conclusions drawn from the

interview results must be approached cautiously.

As sumpt ions in thís Study

The conclusions of this study also must be considered in

the light of the following assumptions.

1. The SCTE contains sentences which are assumed to be part

of each subjectts typical language patterns and c.ontaining content

which \¡/as a part of each studentrs prior knowl.edge.

2. Satisfactory performance on the SCTE is assumed to

indicate comprehension of el1ipsis.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on this curïent study and that of Raman (1985), the

following conclusions are offered for consideration.

1. Elliptical sentence forms present comprehension problems

to younger readers, especially those in grade two. As students

advance in grade 1eve1s, success in comprehending ellipsis increases.
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2, Elliptical sentence forms presenÈ the most problems to

lower: abílity readers.

3. Oral reading seems to enhance complehension of e1lipses.

Those very few students who had failed to comprehend a passage

after the first oral reading were able to comprehend it after an

oral rereading; hence repeated rereadings seem co lead to improved

reading comprehension for weaker readers.

From such conclusions, there are implications for classroom

practice, publishers of instructional reading materials,

curriculum developers

Implications for the

and further research.

Cl as s room

The following implications appeal Eo be warranted on the

basis of the present investigation:

It would seem advisable that teachers be made aware of the

comprehension problems ellipsis presenÈs to young and lovr ability

readers. Teachers must reaTíze that a pupilts accuracy in

recognizing arraphora can be improved through direct instruction.

Sorne instructional strategies for improving the comprehension of

anaphoric ties are antecedent matching, metacognitive

a\^¡areness exercises, question probing, modified c1oze, modified

Í)aze, and rule generation.

1. Antecedent Matching: The student is directed to use a

different colour of crayon to connect each set of anaphoric Èies.

For purposes of illustraÈion, xxxrooo,--- are used in the following

example:
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l"laria and Iris were general 1y inseparable. Thus we were
taken aback when lris announced one day at lunch thaË she
would never speak to Maria again in her 1ife.
'Llhat happened ? " f. asked .

"Nothingr" replied Iris on the brink of tears.
I probed no further aE the time but resolved to remain on
the alert incase she dropped some clues, Irís remained at
home ar¡msing herself in her room rather than joining the
neighbourhood children outside. As I tucked her into bed
that night she again repeated the request I had refused to
acknowledge a thousand times before.
"Can you get me a Cabbage Patch Kid?"
Thís time the request sounded different. There was the same

tremour in her voice that had been there at supper.
"Did Maria get one?" I asked.
The floodgates opened and she T,vept deep heaving sobs. So

we learned that ownership of Colecots masterpiece, a Cabbage

Patch Kid, was the prerequisite for acceptance on the
playgrounC.

Antecedent matching can also be done by requiring the sËudents to

place the same number over all words that are linked in an anaphoric

re1 at ionship .

On the morning. qf the yardsale, lol4a
everyone's door. Tfr¿'i asked whether uttydtt"
r¿anted to se1l. Mrs.'Beasley contrihuLed a

longer needed. l'{r. ¡5i3sen i",t. tAËá "pt"utinsels. By nogn tËe! haa gathered enðugh
"Our neighbdurq are rea1ly nice, arent
Trina nodded hdr agreement.

.)

and Trî
had an
box of

old pot
toasto

t tdey?

na knoçked on.
.4- Jy art]"clesqthey

clothes sÉe no
s and stove
ck a store.
" said Lorna.

2. Heightening studentsr melacognitive arvareness of anaphoric

re 1 at ions can be done by having them take a familiar

all words that substitute for other words.

selection and

Thenident i fy

name the antecedent of each. The final stage would be to

such as pronouns,these relations according to categories

pro-sentences and superordinaEe terms.

This activity can effectively be done in reverse also,

they must

c1 as s ify

pro-verbs,
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beginning with the t,eacher defining the categories of anaphora

and then asking the students to find examples of each category

in the passage.

3. Question probing: requires the students to clarify the

following examples:anaphoric relationships, such as in the

Category Example Probe

Pronoun

Pro-verb

Pro-sentence

The Mi1ler
Mount ain.

family \,rent to
[^/e didnrt want

Sam bought a bicycle. So did lJhat did Ann do?
Ann.

llary got a ne\^/ coat. She is
very proud of it.

John was going to give Frank
a ride to the lake but his
car broke down so they staYed
home.

Who got a ne\t coat?
trIhat is she proud of ?

Whose car broke?
Who stayed home?

I^Ihat didntt Ì,/e want?

I^Jhy was it odd that he
refused to drive?

I^Ihat did Marie know?

Fun
to.

John is an ice cream addict,
so !,re thought it was odd when
he refused to drive us to the
dairy bar.

Ann is the finest tailor I
have ever encounLered, I told
Marie. She indicated she
knew that.
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4, Modified CLoze Exercises:

suiEable pronouns to be used in each

requires students to Produce

b1ank. For example:

Jeremyrs dog ís named Brutus.
needs a lot of exer

iives in a house with a big Yard.
the yard by playing ball.

brings it back.
runn].ng ¿rround and around.

is a big dog so
c]-Se. ForËunate1y,

throws
keep s

exercrses ln
the ball and

likes these
a bath.sessions. Sometimes grves

Then carefully brushes hair.

5. Mociif ied l"laze is similar to cloze. The dif f erence rs

that three distractors are given in place of each blank. !-or

beginníng

the cloze

readers it is preferable Ëhat maze exercises precede

exercises since they are less difficult.

6. Juxaposition of anaphoric items r¿ith antecedent

Occasionally students could be

Jeremyts dog is named Brutus.
he (B) needs a lot of exercise.
Liveã in a house wíth a big yard.

asked to juxÈapose

clearly indicares

the antecedent

wheÈher thewith the anaphoric term. This

sludent is assigning the correct antecedent. For example:

He (Brutus) is a big dog so

yard by playing ba11.
(he) brings it back.
and around. He (B)
J (he) gi,res-ThÏm)--l

J (he) throws the ball and Brutus
Hãlef-keeps him (J)

likes these sessions.
a bath. Then he (J)

Fortunately,
He (J) exe

Jeremy (He)
rcises in the

running around
Somet imes
carefully

brushes his

7. The following rules or strategies for resolving anaphorrc

ties should be kept in mind by Ëhe teacher:
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1.

or thing

term in

Minimum Distance Principle: The last mentÍoned person

referent for the anaphoricis thein the previous sentence

the second sentence. For example:

Mother spoke to the teacher and then asked for Joanne.
She wasntt in her room.

2, Gender-and-Number Clues: The pronominal ambiguities are

that has the same gender or number.solved by looking for a referent

For example:

Lorna and Andrea went downËown. They like to shop.
Lorna saw Brenl. She saw him in a bus.

3. Use of Prior Knowledge:

interpret.ation of the passage and

exampl e :

I,rlorld experience dictates the

the choice of referent. In the

Francine came home from school. It was closed.

It must be Ëhe school because schools are more frequently closed

than homes.

4. The Same-Subject-Strategy:

sentence is assumed to also be the

The subject of the first

subject of the following sentence.

For example:

Jim opened the door for Sam. Then he .tdas on his way.

Since Jim is the subject of the first sentence, he is probably also

the subject in the following senÈence.
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Fina1ly, teachers should also be made aware of the value of

oral reading and repeated readings for erùrancing or increasing

the comprehension of e1lipsis, especially for the younger and,/or

weaker readers.

Implications for Publishers of Instructional Reading Materials

Publishers of reading texts and rhe accompanying teachers I

manuals need to be made aware of the obstacles to comprehension

presented by e1li¡sis. Less reliance must be placed on the

traditional readability formulas as gauges of texr difficulty.

Teachers I manuals must include suggestions for assisting youngsters

in the recognition of ellipsis such as those strategies described

in the previous section under implications for the classroom.

Implications for Curriculum Developers

Since rea<ling materials cannot avoid e1lipses, curriculum

guides must give recognition to the importance of anaphora as an

obstacle to reading comprehension for the young and low ability

readers.

the guides

earl ier.

The various forms of anaphora should be outlined in

along with teaching suggestions such as those suggest.ed

Implications for Further Research

The following suggestions for further research are offered

based upon the results of this study:

Further research is needed on childrenrs reading comprehension

of elliptical sencence forms in order to establish an upper age
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1imít where most students are able to comprehend ellipsis.

The hierarchy of difficulty among the various subtests is

identical between the entire grade two sample and the entire low

sample. The hierarchy of difficulty among the various subtests

is also identical between the entire grade three sample and the

entire average population. Both the entire grade four sample and

the entire high group found verbal ellipsis the most difficult.

Because the low,'average, grade two and grade three students

found clausal ellipsis the most difficult whereas the above average

group and the grade four students found verbal ellipsis the most

difficult, more research is needed to account for this difference.

Replication using the SCTE passages but with a question format

rather than the sentence completíons is needed to determine

whether the students \,vere confused by the format. For example item

two would read:

Andrea and Christine were comparing their sticker
books.

"Do you have any scraEch and sniff stickers?"
asked Christine.

ttYes , I have , 
tt ans\ntered Andrea.

I^Ihat does Andrea have?

Replication involving larger units of reading material would

be valuable in determining if more context will make a difference.

Perhaps a case study approach to gain an indepth insight into

processing ellipses would be useful for the developmenË of

instructional strategies.
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APPENDIX A

SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST OF ELLIPSIS (SCTE)
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I Anne and Suzanne were playing with their Cabbage Patch kids.

"I love my Cabbage Patch kidr" said Anne.

ttl"le, too,tt said Suzanne.

Suzanne

2. Andrea and Christine wer:e comparing their sticker books.

and sniff stickers?"asked Christine.ttDo you have any scratch

ttYes, I have , 
t' answered

Andrea has

Andre a .

J Joe and Tom planned a trip to the Pan Am Swimming Pool.

Joe had gone swimming there before.

"Do you knor¿ how to sr¡im?" asked Joe.

ttNo, I dontt,tt ans',nrered Tom.

Tom doesntt
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Tammy and Anne vrent Èo the shopping centre.

toys and visited the pet shop. Finally Anne

seen everything of interest to her.

"Letts get out of herer" she said.

"Okay, letts" agreed Tammy.

Tammy agreed

They looked at

thought she had

Tom and Pat painted Easter eggs ol1 Friday

"I love painting egBS," said Pat.

ttSo do I , 
tt ans\^/ered Tom.

Tom

Mary got a ne\.r bicycle for her birthday. Susan and Anne saw

Mary ride the ner,¡ bicycle.

"Did Mary get a new bicycle?" asked Susan.

ttYes,tt said Anne.

Anne thinl<s

5

eggs.

6
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7 My family and I were sitting

when there r¡/as a sudden flast¡

in the backyard one evening

of light across the sky.

asked."Was that a falling star?"

ttl donrt know, tt *y sister

My sister didntt know

I

answered.

8 The boys

Connors

on our street planned a bike tr rp

had a

for Saturday. Fred

coul dn I t

couldn t t

go because his bike f1aÈ tire. John

Fisher

John I s

go because his had been stolen

had been stolen.

9 John is collecting

ye sterday. John I s

wanted it.

All

the A-Team tovs. He got the A-Team van

to admire it. Allfriends came over

wanted it.
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10. Frank and his friends were talking about Èhe hockey game

that was on T.V. last night.
t'That \¡ras a terrif ic game," said Frank.

ttl knowrtt said Tom.

Tom knows

11. Marrtz ¿¡¿ Angie were looking at the Cabbage patch kids in the

Eaton's dol1 nursery. Angie asked l"Iary if she will be

getting a Cabbage Patch kid.
ttl hope sortt said Mary.

Mary hopes

12 The boys were

Tom said that

him.

John did not

arguing about their G.I Joe collections.

he had the Cobra tank. John did not believe

believe that
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13. On the last

do any work.

Most

day of school before the holidays h7e

Inslead lve sa\^¡ movies. Most were

didn I t

good.

were good.

14. Susan and Mary were talking about the Easter

"I found a big chocolate bunny," said Mary.

"I did, too , t' repl ied Susan.

Susan did find

Treasure Hunt.

, too.

15. Frank and Sa1ly bought an old car. They drove the car to

the beach. Tne next day the car would not start.

"Do you know how to fix cars? asked Frank.

"Yes, I do," replied Sally.

Sally knows how to
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Name and Grade Level: Reading Score

Summary of Responses

Nominal Ellipses Verbal Ellipses Clausal Ellipses

2 1 6

a 3

4

(

9 10.

13. 11.

14. 15. 12.

Total Total Total

Total for Test:

Word Recognition

Comments
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APPENDIX B

SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST OF ELLIPSIS (SCTE)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADI'IINISTRATION
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SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST OF ELLIPSIS (SCTE)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADI'IINISTRATION

The SCTE was administered to entire intact classes. It was

introduced as part. of research on reading comprehension. Two

sample passages lvere presented and completed orr the chalkboard.

These instructions 'blere given to each class:

"This booklet contains some short stories. Read each story

Then complete the sentence after each story

stood it. "

Then Lhe booklets were distributed and

directed to begin. They were given as much

to complete the booklet.

to show that you under-

the students \,/ere

time as they needed
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APPENDIX C

SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST OF ELLIPSIS (SCT¡)

SCORING GUIDELINES
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SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST OF ELLIPSIS (SCTE)

SCORING GUIDELINES

An entirely correct response \¡/as awarded two

coïïect responses v/ere granted one point. There

incorrect Spe11ing.

The f ollowing concePts \.,7ere required:

1. loves her Cabbage Patch Kid

2. scratch and sniff stickers

3. know how to sr¿im

points. Partially

\^ras no penalty for

4

5

6

7

to get

loves to

Mary got

what it

whether

out of the shopping cenEer

paint

a new bike

\,74S 0R

it was a falling star

8.

q

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

bike

Johnr s friends

at r¡7as a

she will

Tom had

Èerrific game-

get a cabbage Patch Kid

the Cobra tank

of the movies

a chocolate bunny

fix cars
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APPENDIX D

FORMAT FOR FOLLOI,J-UP INTERVIEWS
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FORMAT FOR FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEWS

A random sample of 10 students, who

correct out of a possible 30, from each

interviewed.

failed to meet the 25

grade were individually

into a vacant classroom

student to establish

The student \.vas

and acquainted with the

The researcher

rapport and to

informed of the purpose of the interview

Each student \"/as taken individually

briefly with each

student at ease.

chatted

set the

tape recorder. From this point on the interview was audio-taped.

The student rras requested to orally read the passage he had

earlier missed and was invited to ora11y supply the answer.

Many students provided the coïrect ans\^/er after a single rereading.

gthers responded with an incomplete ans\^/er prompting the researcher

to probe. Probes resultecl in further correct answers.

When a student's response indícated miscomprehension the

researcher directed him to reread the passage orally and provide

the answer, This resulted in some further correct responses.

Occasionally a studentts response indicated such a lack of

understanding fhat the researcher provided instruction in the

resoluLion of anaphora.
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APPENDIX E

SUMMARY OF STUDENT SCORES ON THE CANADIAN TESTS OF

BAS]C SKTLLS (CTBS) AND THE SENTENCE COMPLETION

TEST OF ELLIPSIS (SCTE) BY GRADE ANÐ

:

l

READING ABILITY
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GRAÐE TI,JO: LOI^] ABILITY READERS

Subj ect

CTBS

Grade
Equivalent

SCTE

Subtests To ta1

Nominal Verbal Clausal

1

2

aJ

4

5

6

7

I

9

T7 2

2

2

5

6

6

B

ö

6

B

0

L+

I

B

6

6

7

B

9

B

1

0

2

4

5

4

4

5

9

3

611

16 L2

L7 I7

15 11
LI

13 T6

2L 19

22 2I

T7 22

10 2T 25
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.ì: r

a:. :.:

GRADE TWO: MIDDLE ABILITY READERS

Sub ect

CTBS

Grade
Equival ent

SCTE
Subtests Total

Nominal Verbal Clausal

11

T2

13

I4

15

16

t7

18

79

20

2T

22

¿)

¿4

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

26

ZJ

31

27

)\

30

28

25

z4

¿+

31

25

J¿

28

24

25

27

27

24

25

24

23

10

B

B

10

B

10

5

8

o
O

10

8

6

I

I

4

7

5

7

7

I

4

2

4

10

10

10

10

B

10

10

10

9

B

B

10

I

6

10

5

10

6

5

4

6

4

2

9

9

ao

6

10

6

10

6

9

6

I

7

10

7

7

B

4

5

4

4

2

6

I

29

27

26

26

26

26

1tL)

24

26

24

24

23

26

21

21.

20

T9

18

16

16

T2

T2

7
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GMDE TI,JO: HIGH ABILITY READERS

Subj ect

CTBS

Grade
Equivalent

SCTE

Subtests Tot al

.:

:.

J

l
l

)

l

Nominal Verbal Clausal

34

35

36

37

Jö

39

40

4I

42

43

44

45

46

47

4t 10 10

10

10

B

10

10

10

B

I

10

8

B

6

6

10 30

36 10 10 30

11
B IO 28

37 10 10 LÕ

Jtr B

I

9

8

B

6

10 ta

45 10 28

55 B 11

39 10 26

34 10 26

34 9 25

39 7

I

9

6

10 25

+) 6

7

I

22

39 22

34 20
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GRADE THREE: LOW ABILITY READERS

Sub ect

CTBS
Grade

Equivalent
SCTE

Subtes t s Total
Nominal Verbal Clausal

4B 20 ö 10 10 2B

28

22

2I

20

77

L6

15

I2

49 2B 10 10 8

1

5

B

5

7

)

4

50 ¿ö

6

6

o
O

3

7

2

8

51 30 l0

52 23 6

4

6

6

6

53 24

5/+ 31

55 T9

56 27
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GRADE THREE: MIDDLE ABILITY READERS

Sub ect

CTBS
Grade

Equivalent
SCTE

Subtes t s Total
Nominal Verbal Clausal

57

5B

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

6B

69

10

7T

72

1')

74

75

76

77

78

l9

80

81

36

42

Jer

JJ

29

32

36

34

39

39

43

34

43

36

39

3B

40

33

37

38

39

36

42

36

34

10

10

10

10

8

I

10

8

6

8

I

10

10

7

6

9

9

7

8

7

10

10

4

5

4

10 10 30

2B

2B

27

26

26

26

25

24

¿+

24

24

22

22

22

22

22

2I

21

2T

20

19

I7

16

T4

8

8

I

10

10

9

10 B

B

o

9

8

B

7

6

I

B

6

6

B

10

B

I

10

l0

B

8

7

6

7

a

7

7

6

3

6

6

5

5

7

4

o

4

4

a

4

6
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GRADE THREE: HIGH ABILITY READERS

Subj ect

CTBS

Grade
Equ ivalent

SCTE

Subte s t s Tot a1

Nominal Verbal Clausal

ö¿ 46

51

59

59

54

5i

49

49

52

44

59

49

59

39

44

45

8

B

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

t0

10

10

9

10

4

B

10

6

o
O

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

I

6

2

10

B

7 2I

26

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

28

1-7

26

L2

25

24

B3 10

84 10

ö) 10

B6 10

Q-7 10

8B 10

89 10

90 10

9r 10

92 10

oa 8

94 10

95 10

96 6

7

6

97

9B
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GRADE FOUR: LOI4] ABILITY READERS

Subj e ct

CTBS

Grade
Equivalent

SCTE
Subtests Total

Nominal Verbal C 1au s ¿r1

99

100

101

L02

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

71,2

113

t74

115

r16

117

118

J4

3B

37

3B

30

40

27

4T

24

/, ,,

30

25

/,1

42

36

36

42

39

36

31

10

10

10

9

I
10

B

10

8

10

6

o0

10

9

4

B

10

ö

4

2

10 10 JU

28

2B

27

26

26

26

26

26

26

24

24

23

22

20

20

20

20

13

13

B

oI

10

10

10 I

B

6

10

10

10 I

ö

oI

B

B

8

10

B

10

6

6

8

ö

6

4

6

4

4

10

7

5

B

6

6

6

5

6
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GRADE FOUR: MIDDLE ABILITY READERS

Sub ect

CTBS

Grade
Equ ivalent

SCTE
Subte s t s Total

Nominal Verbal Clausal

lr9

r20

t2l_

L22

r23

L24

125

126

r27

728

r29

130

131

732

133

134

135

136

I37

138

52

47

47

51

50

47

51

45

4J

49

46

49

51

4Õ

47

47

43

tr1JL

43

47

10 10 10 30

10 10 10 30

10 10 10 30

9 10 10 29

10 8

B

10 28

10 10 to

B

B

10 10 2B

10 10 .)0

10 l0 7 27

7 10 10 27

10 6

B

10 26

10 oo

7

8

26

9

B

8

ö

9

10

10

8

I

B

6

7

(

26

26

10

10

26

26

B

o

B

4

25

10 24

23

10 19
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GRADE FOUR: HIGH ABILITY READERS

Sub ect

CTBS

Grade
Equivalent

SCTE
Subtests Total

Nominal Verbal Clausal

139 71,

62

CìJ

( (¡

65

63

q.Q

56

5î

(o

56

<q

10 10 l0 30

r40 10 10 10 30

141 10 10 10 30

1/.aL+L a

B

10 10 29

L43 10 10 aaLO

r44 10

10

B 10
'Q

r45 B 10 ta

146 B

o

10 10 zt1

747 I

I

I

8

10 27

748 10 B 26

r49

B

10 26

150 10 26
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I'

Grade Two - 1ow ability group

4 s tudents - 28 tterrorstt

Nominal Verbal Cl aus a1

0ra1 Reading

0ra1 Reading
& probe

0ra1 Re.readíng

Teaching

No Comprehension

4

1

6

1

7

3

2

1

i

i

0

1

Total Õ B L2



T-
.:]:
t:
.iìr.

:
;..

1r4

Grade Tr¿o - middle ability group

5 s tudent s - 41 tterro rs tt

Nominal Verbal Cl aus al

0ra1 Reading

0ral Reading
& probe

Oral Rereading

Teaching

6

4

II l1

4 3

0

0

1

I

To ta1 10 15 T6



-T-t
I

115

Grade Two - top ability group

1 student - 4 t'errorstt

Noninal Verbal Clausal

0ra1 Reading

0ra1 Reading
& probe

Ora1 Rereading

Teaching

1

1

I

1

Total I 2 1



r-,,-
?tr'

t:]

116

Grade Three - middle group

10 students - 56 "errors"

Nominal Verbal Clausal

0ra1 Reading

Oral Reading
& probe

Oral Rereading

Teach ing

6

7

72 t2

4 8

0

)

I I

)1

Total 15 1B 23



Try
tt.

177

Grade Four - 1ow group

B students - 40 tterrorstt

Norninal Verbal Cl aus a1

0ra1 Reading

Oral Reading
& probe

Oral Rereading

Teaching

4

4

B

4

6

2

4

2 aJ 3

Total 14 15 11
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':,..

Grade Four - middle group

I student - 6 tterrorstt

Nominal Verbal C1 aus a1

Oral Reading

Oral Reading
& probe

0ra1 Rereading

Teaching

2 )

11

Total 3 3




